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Ll. INTRODUCTION 

in recent years, many multiple comparisons tests have 

been presented. Among the authors of these tests are New- 

man (1939), Duncan(1947, 1951, and 1955), Tukey (1949, 

1951, and 1953), Scheffé (1953), and Hartley (1954). These 

procedures are used for testing differences between single 

means or comparisons among more than two means from among 

several. The properties and uses of each tests are dis- 

cussed by the authors. In this paper a method is developed 

and expressions are formulated for comparing certain 

of these tests. Also, some interesting developments are 

made in the problem of enumerating the total number of de- 

cisions. 

Some common multiple range and multiple F tests are 

the 

le Multiple t test, 

2. Least significant difference test, 

3. Newman-Keuls multiple range test, 

4. Dunecants multiple comparisons test, 

5. Tukey's test based on allowances, 

6. Scheffé's test based on contrasts, 

7. Duncants new multiple range test, and 

8. Tukey's X procedure.
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Some of these tests are no more than mentioned in this 

paper. Others are discussed in great detail. At least 

one, the multiple t test, should never be used to teat 

differences among more than three means. 

The procedures as we use and compare them involve 

testing differences between pairs of means. Thus, they 

are defined as follows: 

Assume that n sample means are arranged according 

to increasing size. A multiple range test is one in 

which the difference between any two means is declared 

Significant provided the range of every subset of p means, 

p <n, which contains the two given means, is significant 

according to a range test on p means. A multiple F test 

is one in which the difference between any two means is 

declared significant provided the variance of every sub- 

set of p means, p< n, which contains the two given means, 

is significant according to an ¥ test on p means. This 

is not the most general definition of an F test, but it 

is sufficient for our purposes as is explained in Ii. 

Multiple comparisons tests may be classified accord- 

ing to their system of significance levels. Correspond- 

ing to each multiple range test there is a multiple F 

test which has the same system of significance levels. 

For example, 5 and 6 as well as 7 and & are companion



multiple range and multiple F tests, respectively. The 

choice as to which of the multiple range tests (multiple 

F tests) is best depends mainly on one's choice of a 

System of significance levels. On the other hand, the 

relative merits of a multiple range test versus the 

corresponding multiple F test are very obscure. This 

is the type comparison considered in this paper. 

In order to compare the companion multiple range and 

multiple F tests, it is necessary to derive and evaluate 

sets of power functions. Each of these functions is one 

whose use has been indicated by Lehmann (1950), Duncan 

(1953 and 1955), Scheffé (1953), Hartley (1954), and 

Harter (1954) and is concerned with measuring the correct 

decision probabilities and error probabilities for de- 

cisions involving differences between two means. Thus, 

in testing the differences in a set of n means, n(n-1) 

power functions of this type are formulated. These 

power functions are thought of as components of a vector, 

called a power vector. Half of the components in each 

power vector represent probabilities of correct decisions, 

and the other half represent probabilities of errors. 

Averages of the correct decision probability components 

and error probability components of a power vector, 

called correct decision vector and error vector, respec- 

    

tively, are most useful for test comparisons.
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In considering experiments involving n means, it is 

very important that we do not confuse the multiple compari- 

son problem in which we are interested with the apparently 

Similar but very different problem of testing a single 

homogeneity hypothesis of n means. Tang's (1938) power 

function is for an F test of the homogeneity of means. 

In our case, interest is primarily centered in tests of 

hypotheses for the means considered two at a time, making 

the power vector approach much more appropriate. 

Expressions of power for the multiple range tests are 

given for n=2,3,4, and the method for writing the power func- 

tion for any n >4 is discussed. Approximation methods are 

formulated for the power of the multiple range tests and are 

used to compute the power for Duncan's multiple range test of 

four means. Numerical integration is used to find power for 

Duncan's multiple comparisons test, making a comparison of 

his two tests possible. 

The notation could not be kept consistent throughout 

this paper. However, the most important things do carry the 

Same notation from topic to topic. It should be noted that 

for any two sets of points A and B, A+B denotes all points in 

either A or B, A*B denotes all points common to both A and 

B, and A-B denotes all points of A which are not in B.



II. DsCISIONS AND REGIONS 

le Assumptions. ‘ 

Let 

Wp» Wig, eee, Oy 

denote a random sample of n observed means from n normal 

populations with true means 

Pps Bos eee, ns 

respectively, and a common standard error, o,. If this 

standard error is unknown, assume the usual estimate, s,, 

is available, is independent of the observed means, and is 

based on a number of degrees of freedom, denoted by nog. 

In this paper, it is assumed that no * o, in which 

case Sy * Ome It is also assumed that o,. = 1 in most of 

the paper. These assumptions simplify the work involved 

by lessening the calculations and the writing considerably, 

but they do not restrict us when comparing two tests. It 

should be noted that, even though the t-test becomes the 

normal deviate test and the F-test becomes the X*-test, 

when ng = 00, we do not change the names, multiple t-test 

and multiple F-test, since the general procedure happens 

to be illustrated only for the case when ng = oo. 

2 Decisions and Regions for Range Tests. 

A review of the various decisions and their corres-~ 

ponding regions of acceptance for the type tests under
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consideration is given at this time. In the simplest 

case, with any pair of means, mj; and mj there are three 

possible decisions. They are 

l. m; is significantly less than My 

Ze my and mz are not Significantly different, and 

3e mj is significantly less than my, 

where i,j = 1, 2, eee, n, and i # je Following Duncants 

notation, these decisions are denoted by D(i,j), D(i,Jj) 

and D(j,i), respectively. The order of the numbers in 

D{i,j) and D(j,i) indicates the ranking of the means, and 

D(i,j) indicates the means are not ranked. The decisions 

D(i,j), Dli,j), and D(j,i) may also be interpreted to 

mean py is less than Bas By is unranked relative to By» and 

By is less than pi, respectively, and are denoted by 

Py < Djs By = Was and ny < ze It should be noted that 

"a, Is unranked relative to ny" means that p4 may be 

greater than, equal to, or less than Bye 

The ultimate objective in testing n means is to rank 

each of the n’2 pairs of true means. This is done by ex- 

tending the ideas and notation for two means, as discussed 

above, to three or more means. For three means, m,, mg, 

43, we may make 19 consistent-pairwise (see III for dis- 

cussion of term) decisions denoted ag follows:



D(1,2,3) D(1,2,3) D(1.2,3) D(1,2,3) D(1s2.3) 

D(1,3,2) D(2,1,3) D(1.3,2) D(1.3,2) 

D(2,1,3) D(3,2,2) D(2,3,1) D(2,.1,3) 

D(2,351) D(2s351) 

D(3,1,2) D(3,1,2) 

D(3,2,1) D(3,2,1) 

Clearly, only five distinctly different patterns occur 

among these 19 different possible consistent-pairwise 

decisions on three means. It is sufficient to define the 

leading decision in each column. 0D(1,2,3) may be read as 

my, is significantly less than mg, mg is significantly less 

than m3, and m, is significantly less than m3. D(1,2,3) 

may be read as mj is significantly less than mg, mg and m3 

are not significantly different, and m, is significantly 

less than m3. D(1,2,3) may be read as m and mg are not 

Significantly different, m2 is significantly less than B13 y 

and m, is significantly less than m3. D(1,2,3) may be 

read as m, and mg are not significantly different, mg and 

m3 are not significantly different, and m; is significantly 

less than m3- D(1,2,3) may be read as m, and mg, mg and 

m3, and my, and m3; are not significantly different. In 

general, for n meanS, M1, Wg, eee, Myy any decision is 

denoted in a similar manner. The means are ordered in 

some fashion with lines under some of them. Any pair of
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means not grouped by a common line are significantly 

different, the first listed being the smaller. Any pair 

of means grouped by at least one line are not significantly 

different. . 

For further discussion on the total number of patterns 

for n means and the total number of decisions for 4, 5, and 

6 means, see III, 

Let D{ ) denote any decision. That collection of 

all possible values of the set of sample differences be- 

tween pairs of means for which we made this decision is 

called its decision region and is denoted by deleting D 

from the corresponding decision notation. Thus, (i,j) 

denotes the decision region for making decision D(i,j). 

3. Geometry of Decision Regions. 

In later discussions, it is convenient to think of 

decision regions geometrically. To illustrate how the 

regions look for the various multiple range tests, the 

simple but non-practical (for n > 2) multiple t test 

regions are used. The decision regions for other tests, 

which are discussed in more detail later, are easily de- 

fined assuming an understanding of the multiple t regions. 

For the geometrical discussion more notation is in- 

troduced. Let 

(1) dij = mi - mj,
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where 1 = 1, ees, nel, j = 2y wee, 2, and i < Jj, denote the 

ordered difference for sample means in; and i je Let 

: 2, 

(2) xi = (2) my, = inmge )/ (24:51 } ° ’ 

where 1 = 1, wee, n=l, denote the axes in the space of the 

differences qi which is called the reduced-sample-space by 

Duncan. Sometimes we wish to think of x; in terms of dif- 

ferences. Thus we write, using (2), 

att 
~ ag)) / (AB) xX; * ( (mz - Ms 47) + eee + (may 

4 
i(i+1)\ * 

= (dyjger teee * dyin )/ (ED) » oF 

A i * 4s 2 
(3) Xx; * jz dy itl / (3411) ° 

Now the geometric regions of the t test for two means 

are defined. The best test for choosing from among three 

possible decisions D{1,2), D(1,2), and D(2,1) is given by 

the following rule: make the decision D(1,2) if 

my = Mg = dyg < -f2 tyS,, the decision D(1,2) if 

myo me | = | 4, 2| < f2 tySn. or the decision D(2,1) if 

iy ~ Mg > Y2 tys,, where ty is the two-tail a-level signi- 

ficant value of t based on no degrees of freedom and s,, 

is the standard error of the means. Under our restrictive 

assumptions f2 tgs, * 2 (1.96)°l = 2.77 when a = 5%. Geo- 

metrically, the sample-space is represented by a straight 

line, x, * aie * My - Mo, as shown in Figure l. A
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particular value on this line, representing an observed 

difference m, - mg = dja, is called a sample point. The 

test rule divides the line into three intervals, or regions, 

yg <-2077, -2077< dy2 < 2477, and d,y > 2.77 which are 

denoted by (1,2), (1,2), and (2,1), respectively. Decision 

B(1,2), D({l,2), or D(2,1) is made depending upon whether 

the sample point falls in decision region (1,2), (1,2), or 

(2,1). 

  

  

-2077 2077 

(1,2) (1,2) (2,1) 

Figure 1 

Regions of 5% Level Multiple Normal Deviate Test 

(ng = 0, Oo, = 1, n = 2) 

To discuss the decision regions of the multiple t test 

involving three means, My 2 Higs and Mg, & reduced two-dimen- 

Sional sample-space is required. Let the horizontal axis 

be x, * m, - Mg = dyo and the vertical axis be the compari- 

son x2 = (mj+mg-2m3) / V3 = (dy 3tdg3) / V3, since xX, and 

x9 are clearly orthogonal. Because we are interested in how 

much each of the djj's differ from zero, we wish to solve for 

the djj's as a function of the x,'s. This is always possible 

as is shown in IV. Using theorems 3 and 4, of IV gives
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(4) dj2 = Xj. dy3 = (xy+ V3 x2)/2, dg3 = (-x,+ Y3 x9)/2. 

Consider what happens when djg = U, dy3 = 0, dos = O. 

Geonetrically, we have three lines through the origin, 

intersecting so that the angle cut out by any pair of 

lines is 60°, Remembering in the two iiean case that the 

interval -./2 tgsm < diag < V2 tg3, about dig = 0 was 

selected as the region for the decision D(1,2), we take 

Similar intervals about d,2 = U, di3 =z Oy d23 = Q to make 

the decisions D(1,2), D(1,3), 3(2,3)}, respectively. How- 

ever, in two dimensions the intervals are plane bands, 

~S2 ty8, Sdy3 5 S2 ty3,, where ij = 12, 13, 23. These 

bands intersect in a symmetrical fashion about the origin 

cutting the plane into 19 parts as shown in Figure é@. 

These are the decision regions for the 19 decisions for 

three means given in Section 2. Letting /2 tgs, = qos 

we may also think of the 19 regions as being cut out by 

the symmetrical intersection about the origin of the 

following three pairs of parallel lines: 

x, = + Ga, 

(5) x, + J3 Xg = + 2qa9, and 

~xX1 + JB xg = + 2p. 

in the multiple t test involving four means, m,, m2; 

gy and my, a reduced three-dimensional sample-space is 

required. The orthogonal axes are, from (3),
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(1,253) (1,2 nw
     
Figure 2 

Regions of 5% Level Multiple Normal-Deviate Test, 

(ny = ©, 6, = 1, n = 3)



x1 " dyas 
(6) Xq ™ (dy3+d,;)/ /3, and 

x3 = (dy, tdy,443,,)/ 76. 
From IV, we find d4 js ij = 12, 13, 23, lh, 24, 34, in terms 

of x3, i= 1, 2, 3. Setting dy = + qo and simplifying, 

gives (5) plus the following equations: 

3x, +J/3 xq + 26 x3 = + bao 

(7) ~3x, + YJ xp + 2./6 x3 = + 6q95 and 

~ 2f3 xo + 2f6 x; = + bap. 

The 6 pairs of parallel planes in (5) and (7) intersect 

symmetrically about the origin in a three dimensional 

space to form 183 decision regions (see III) for the four 

mean multiple t test. There are 183 consistent-pairwise 

decisions, each of which corresponds to one and only one 

of the 183 decision regions. 

In the multiple t test involving n means, my, Mo» 

soos M,, a reduced (n-1)-dimensional sample-space is re- 

quired. The orthogonal axes are 

xX] ™ dj2s 

x2 = (dy 3+493)/J3 
(8) e@eeceseo eeu aeue a Geet 

%~1 " (8, dy nll ach in . 

From IV, we find dy je where isl, ones nl, J™25 «oop Ny 

and i < ds in terms of Xi» i=l, Re sey n-1. On setting
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dij * + qg and simplifying, we get 

x, = * Goer 

x, +./3 x. = + 240 

~Xy +f3 Xo = + 2995 

dy on-X ™ + Ags 

| in=2)(n-1) . | 
dy ont eee *dy2,n7 X22 “ = (n-2)qo. 

where 

qa in * [(3°4 oes (n-1) 1x, + (4°5 eee (n-1) ) f3 xo 

+ _ + (n-3)_/Ta=BU a=] X27 {n-2)! 

xnaa| / (n-1) 3 

and the other d's are given by (11) in IV. These (n-1)n/2 

pairs of parallel hyperplanes intersect symmetrically about 

the origin in n-1 space. The decision regions for an n 

mean test are determined by these intersectiona. There is 

a@ one-to-one correspondence between these regions and the 

consistent-pairwise decisions on n means. 

    

The three mean multiple t test regions may be used to 

define corresponding regions for other symmetric multiple 

range tests. The multiple t region (1,2,3) is symmetric
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about the origin (center at the origin) and the two decision 

region (1,2) = (1.2.3) + (1.2.3) + (3,142) + (12,3) + (3.3,2) 

+ (241,3) + (3,251) is symmetric about x, "d,.=0 and the origin. 

‘The region (1,2,3) for any symmetric multiple range test may 

be obtained from the multiple t test region (1,2,3) by uni- 

formly moving all its boundaries to a new position, keeping 

them parallel to their original position. The boundaries of 

(1,2), with the exception of those common to (1,2,3), are 

termed the two decision boundaries of (1,2). The region 
  

(1,2) for any symmetric multiple range test is cbteined, 

after the multiple range region (1,2,3) is defined, by uni- 

formly moving the two decisien boundaries of the multiple 

t test region (1,2) to a new pesition, keeping them parallel 

to their original position. The multiple ranges test regions, 

(1,3) and (2,3) in a symmetric test, are fixed once (1,2) 

is defined. Thus, the 19 decision regions for any symmetric 

multiple range test are defined when the boundaries of (1,2,3) 

and (1,2) for that test are fixed. In a similar manner, four 

decision, three decision, and two decision boundaries for a 

four mean multiple t teat may be defined. The decision re- 

gions for a multiple range teat cof four means may then be 

determined by moving the four, three, and twce decision bound- 

aries of the multiple t test to a new position, keeping them 

parallel to their original position. 

The symmetric central region in all the tests discussed 

in this paper is expanded as well as most of the two decision,



three decision, «e+, n~-l decision regions. These regions 

are never expanded enough to change tne number of n mean de- 

cision regions in an n mean test. (Of course, the sise of 

any region may change.) 

Tukey's test based on allowances is the same as the 

multiple t test, except that the parallel hyperplanes (lines) 

are moved out until the central region is much larger. The 

Newman-Keuls test and Duncan's new multiple range test are 

obtained by moving the three decision, «e+, n decision bound- 

aries. Tukey's 1953 multiple range test is a compromise be~ 

tween his test based on allowances and the Newman-Keuls test. 

(There are many possible multiple range tests. One diffi- 

culty in selecting the best one for a given experiment comes 

in choosing a system of significance levels.) 

The multiple F teats may be described using the corres~- 

ponding range tests aa guides. In these, the symmetric cen- 

ter is replaced by a sphere, the three decision, ees, n-l 

decision region boundaries are replaced by cylinders, and 

the two decision region boundaries remain the same (planes). 

This introduces more regions for testing whether a given 

contrast is significantly different from sero.
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III, THE ENUMERATION OF DECISION PATTERNS 

1. Introduction. 

This chapter contains a mathematical treatment of the 

enumeration of consistent decision patterns obtained in 

the pairwise comparison of n means. In the comparison of 

n means, there are all together n’? pairwise comparisons, 

and each individual comparison between two means, say m, 

and mo, must be a preference for m,, a preference for my 

or an indifference between the two. Symbolically, these 

three alternatives are written as m, < M5, Mo < my, and 

mM, * M5, respectively. 

There are, thus, all together 3no2 possible decision 

sets in the comparison of n means, a decision set consist- 

ing of the no pairwise comparisons. There are many in- 

consistent or circular decision sets. For example, for 

n= 3, the decision set m, < mj, mg < M3, m3 < My is cir- 

cular and does not permit a linear ordering of the pref- 

erence expressed for these means. 

If a decision set is non-circular, it can be repre- 

sented symbolically with the use of the following scheme: 

If my < mo, the letter m, is written to the left of 

Mo; if m, = mo, the letters m, and m, are underlined with 

what we shall call an indifference line (if m, ® mo, it 

does not matter whether we write mmo or mamy ) » We shall 

also write mymam, to express the fact that mj = mo,
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* 

Mo * m3, and m, * m;. In general, the fact that m, = Mo 

will be expressed by an indifference line common to m, and 

mo as well as all other means in between. 

The following are two simple examples illustrating 

this representation of decision sets: | 

(i) The decision set m, < mo, my <™3, m < mys 

m, = My M,<m,, and m, = m, is written as 

Mm my m, My 

  

and 

(41) The decision set m, * m,, m * m3, mM, < my, 

Mo = M35 My rs m,» and m, = ma is written as 

My Mo mt my, « 

If the only difference between the schematic presentation 

  

of two decision sets is a permutation of the means mj, mo, 

M39 wees ny they are said to belong to the same decision 

pattern. A decision pattern is, therefore, characterized 

by the number of means and the number and the arrangement 

of the indifference lines, The decision pattern corres- 

ponding to a given decision set will be indicated by re- 

placing the means with dots. The decision pattern corres- 

ponding to the first example above is 

* s - 2 ® a 

  

and that of the second example is 

@ + one ° e 

 



Two important points which must be observed in the 

construction of decision patterns are 

(i) 

(ii) 

No indifference line is completely covered by 

another indifference line, For example, it 

is not permissible to write , SueSentome® The 

shorter line is evidently redundant. 

Two indifference lines extending in the same 

direction can not terminate at the same dot. 

For example, it is permissible to have Santas * ? 

but it is not permissible to have . fat 

This 1s an immediate consequence of (i). 

Having defined decision patterns and decision sets, 

one may now ask 

(4) What is the total number of distinct and con- 

sistent, that is, non-circular, decision sets 

in the pairwise comparison of n means? 

(ii) What is the total number of distinct and con- 

sistent, that is, non-circular, decision pat- 

terns in the pairwise comparison of n means? 

In this discussion, an answer will be provided to question 

(11), and formulas will be developed for the enumeration 

of the total number of decision patterns. .Alihough ques- 

tion (i) can, of cours:, be answered by direct enumeration 

for small values of n, the general treatment of this prob- 

lem is as yet unsolved.



2» Basic Relations. 

In order to derive formulas giving the total number 

of decision patterns, consider the last k dots on the 

right in a pattern which has n dots, n> k. Beneath each 

pair of dots, ay and ay4,, where i = ly 2, weey Kel, j 

line segments, j = 0, 1, 2) eeesy may be drawn, each line 

being part of or a whole indifference line. The step from 

ay to ay4), called the ith step, may be made in many ways 

as indicated by the number of line segments underlining 

the pair of dots, Let sj denote a step with j line seg- 

ments. It should be noted that each line segment under 

dots ay and a,,;) may or may not be part of an indifference 

line including several other dots. A dot ay; is called a 

right terminal dot (left terminal dot) of an indifference 

line whenever the indifference line does not extend to 

ag41 (az.z). 

Let £3(x), j= 0, 1, 2, «eee, denote the total number 

of decision patterns possible when the first step of k 

dots is 84. 

It ean be seen easily that 

(1) folk) = fo(ke1l) + £,(k-1), k > 3, 

since the number of decision patterns for k dots with 

first step s, is the same as the sum of the number of 

decision patterns for k-1 dots with the first steps s, and 

8, (k cannot be < 2, since f,(k-1) would be undefined).
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if the first step is sj, then the right terminal dot 

of s, is either a, or some dot to its right. If it is aos 

the second step mast be either s, or s,}. If it were Sys 

with j > 2, there would have to be more than one indif- 

ference line with a, as a left terminal dot. As was 

pointed out before, this is not permissible, For similar 

reasons, the second step must be either s; or 35. The 

recursion formula can therefore be written as 

fy(k) = [fo(eel) + ty (ee) +[ £)(e01) + t(e-)] , 
or 

(2) fy(k) = £y(k-1) + 2f, (kel) + £,(k-el), k>3 

Next, suppose the first step is Sos in which case it 

is necessary that n > ktl so that two indifference lines 

will not have a common left terininal dot at a,;. The 

right terminal dots may be (i) one at a5 and the other to 

the right of aj, or (ii) both to the right of a5« For (i), 

the second step can be sj or s,, and for (ii), the second 

step can be Sg or S36 Thus the total number of decision 

patterns with k dots where the first step is s. is given 

by the recursion form 

folk) = [fy(x-1) + f:(k-1)] + [fo(e-1) + £3(%-1)] , 
or 

(3) fo (k) = fy(k-1) + 2fj(k-1) + £,(k-1), k 2 3. 

Similarly, 

(4) £3(k) = fy (kel) + 2f3;(k-1) + f, (kel), k > 3.
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The general recursion formula for e = 1, 2, 35 ««e 

may be written as 

(5) £,0k) = £5.) (k-L) + 28 (ke1) + £44, (1), k 23. 
To prove (5), assume that s, is the first step, in which 

case it is necessary that n > kte-1. It must be large 

enough so that no two of the e indifference lines of the 

first step have a, or any dot to the left of a, as a com- 

mon left terminal dot. At least e-1 of the indifference 

lines in step one must be continued beyond a, since two 

indifference lines can not have a common right terminal 

dot at a>. The second step, thus, has at least e-1 in- 

difference lines. On the other hand, not more than e+] 

indifference lines are possible in the second step since 

two indifference lines would otherwise have ap as a common 

left terminal dot. Thus, if the first step is s, and only 

one of its indifference lines terminates at ao, the second 

step is 89.3 or s,; if the first step is such that no 

indifference lines terminate at az, the second step is s, 

Or See] 

For certain values of k, s, is an impossible first 

step and f,(k) is set equal to zero. (It will be assumed 

here that n is sufficiently large so that not more than 

one indifference line has a left terminal dot at a,.) The 

problem is to see how large k must be so that there is at 

most one indifference line with a right terminal dot at ap.
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For k=2, s, is a possible first step, but Bs where 

J = 25 350002, is not. Thus, £,(2) = 0, when e = 2, 3, 

For k = 3, S5 is a possible first step since one in- 

difference line may terminate at Ao and the other at ajze 

If the first step were s3, either ay or a, would have to 

be a common right terminal dot for two indifference lines. 

Thus, fe(3) = 0, when @ = 3, hy oes .« 

If k is an arbitrary positive integer, say r, then Spo1 

is a possible first step since each aj, where 1 = 2, 3, 

eoey My May be a right terminal dot for exactly one in- 

difference line, If the first step were s,, then some 

point a; would have to be a common right terminal dot for 

two indifference lines. Thus f,(r) = 0, when e = r, r+l, 

eees and, in general, 

(5) fa(k) = 0, 
where e@ = ky k+l, see, and k = 2y By one 

Let f(n} denote the total number of decision patterns 

for n dots. Clearly, 

(7) f(n) = fo(n) + £,(n), 
since s, and 8s, are the only possible first steps. ° 

Since f(k) depends only on f£,(k) and £)(':), equations 

(1) and (5) are sufficient to determine f(k) for any k > 3. 

Evidently for k = 2, £,(2) = 1 and £5 (2) * 1, Combining 

this result with (1) and (5) it follows that
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£513) = £,(2) + f(2) =1+1 = 2, | 

f,(3) = f£5(2) + 2£,(2) + f5(2) =} + 2*] +0 = 3, 

Po(3) = £1(2) + 2f,(2) + £,(2) s12+290+0R1, 

£,(3) = 0, e D3, 

and, therefore, f(3) = 2 +3 = 5. Also, 

fo(h) = fo(3) + 2,03) 2243 = 5, 
fy(4) = £,(3) + 2f,(3) + £,(13) = 2+ 293 +19, 

fol) = £113) + 2f2(3) + £313) = 2+ 291 +08 5, 

il 

and so on. This procedure becomes rather laborious, since 

for a given value of k the quantity f,(2k-1) cannot be 

found without first calculating all of the f,(k). 

3. Derivation of Formulas and Results. 

It would be desirable to express f,(k) as well as 

f,(k) in terme of the functions f,(i) and £,(1), where 

i<k, since f(k) depends only on f,(k) and f,(k). In the 

case of fy(k), it follows immediately that f)(k) = f(k-1). 

The recursion formula for f,(k) is derived in two steps. 

First f9+1(k) is expressed as a function of f,(k), 

fy(k), £y(k+1), eoey fy (kte), This is straightforward. 

From (1) and (5), 1t follows that 

(8) f,(k) = £,(kel) - £,(k), and 

(9) feay(k) = £i(k+1) - 2f,(k) - fo3(k). 

The repeated application of these formulas gives the fol~ 

lowing formulas: 

(10) fo(k) = £,(k+l) - 2fy(k) - fo(k) ,
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(11) £ (ik) © f(k+2) - fy (k+l) + 2f, (x) + £,(%), 

(12) £,(k) = £4 (k+3) - 6f,(k+2) + 98, (k+1) - £1 (k), 

(13) f5(k) = fy (keh) ~ 8£(k+3) + 208, (k+2) - 15f,(k+1) 

~ £,(%); 

(14) £6(k) = £y(ke45) = LOfY(K+h) + 35£,(k+3) = 49, (K+2) 
+ 21f; (k+l) + £(k), 

(15) f4(k) = £5 (k+6) ~ 12f, (k+5) + 5hf, (k+h) ~ 1lif, (k+3) 

+ 99f4(k+2) ~ 27f,(k+1) + £,(k), 

(16) fg(k) = £,(k+7) - Uf, (k+6) + 77£,(k+5) - 209f,(k+h) 

+ 286f,(k+3) = 176£,(k+2) + 34f,(k+1) 

- 2f,(k) - Fi(k)» 

and so on. 

To obtain a general rule for writing f,,,(k) in terms 

of fy(kte), woo, fy(k) and f,(k), let it be assumed that 

(17) fe(k) = £)(k+e-1) + ay, ef) (kte-2) + Bo gf y(kte-3) 

+ a3 ef 1 (kte~k) + aee + 92, 6f3 (K+1) 

* aenr,ef,(k) + Ag, efo(Kls 
where Aja j= 0, 1, wee, @-l, are integers. Using (9) 

and (17), it follows that 

fosy(k) = fy, (kre) + @y ef (kte-1) * a 4 

+ Go.3, ef, (k+l) + a, of (k+l) - 2f, (kte-1) 

f, (kte~2) + ees 

0,@°0 

” 24 fy (kte-2) - eee ™ 28.9 9f1 (etl) 

~~ 246.1, 6f1(*) “~ 2a ef o(k) ~- f, (k+e-2) ~ #6 

~ Ag.3, e121 (k+l) “ Go.2, 9-15; (k) ~ @ f£i(k), 
0,e@~-1
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or 

(18) Poyy(k) = £ (ke) + (a). ~ 2) £,(kte-1) 

+ (ag. - 28) 6 - 1) £,(k+e~2) 

* (83 9 - 282 4 - Ay, 9.3) fy (kte-3) 

+ eee + (ang - 28e.2,0 ~ 8o-3,0-1) 

fy (etl) + (a9 - 289.1,6 7 8e2,6-1) 
fy(k) + (-a, , - a5 9-3) fp (k), 

since 

(-2a5_),¢ - 8g.2,e-1)f,(*) * Ay eto (K*2) + (-2a, - Bo eal) 

fy(k) = (280.16 7 2g.2,e-1) fy (k) + Bo ef (*) 

+ (-a9 4 - Ay e-1) £ i(k) 

= (agg ~ 2a 

£,(k). 

The second step is that of using formulas (10) to (16) 

yf, (k) + (~a,, - a e~1,e ~ *e-2,¢6- e 0,e-1) 

to express f,(k) in terms of f,(k-e-1), £,(k-1), eons 

f,(k~e-1), e = O, 1, 2, «6. » Solving (10) to (16) for 

fy(k+e-1), replacing kte-1 by k, we get 

(19) fy(k) = 2fy(k-1) + fy(k-1) + f3(k-1), k 2 3, 

(20) fy (kc) = hPa (kel) = 2f,(k-2) - fy(k92) + £3 (k-2), k >, 

(21) fy (ie) = 6£, (kel) - 9f,(k-2) + fy (k-3) + £,(k-3), kD 5, 

(22) £, (kc) = 8fy(k-1) ~ 20f,(k-2) + 15f,(k-3) + £,(k-4) 

+ f5(k-4), k > 6, 

(23) fy(e) = LOfy(k-1) = 35, (k-2) + 49f,(k-3) ~ 21%; (k-k) 
| = fo(k-5) + fg(k-5), k > 7,
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(2h) £y(kk) = 12fy(Kel) = Shy (ke2) + 111£)(k-3) - 992, (kok) 
+ 27£,(k-5) - £, (k-6) + f,,(k-6), k > 8, and a 

(25) fy (k) = Lyf (kel) - 77£,(k~2) + 209f,(k-3) - 286f, (k-4) 
+ 176£y(k-5) = 34f;(k-6) + 2f;(k-7) + £,(k-7) 
+ fg(k-7), k>9. 

Since f,(k) = 0 when k <¢ e, we write the following 

formulas which are used in the actual caleulations of 

£y(k)3 

(26) £4 (k) = 2f,(k-1) + £o(keL), kes, 
(27) £,(k) « 

(28) £,(k) = 

4fy (k-1) ~ af, (k-2) - £i(k-2), kh» 5, 

6f,(k-1) - Of, (k-2) + £,(k-3), k=5 5657, 

(29) fy (k) = 8£)(k-1) - 20f,(k-2) + 15f,(k-3) + £,(k-4), 

(30) fy(k) = 

(31) fy(k) = 

(32) f(k) = 

Similarly, 

(33) £4(k) = 

k = 6,758,595 | 

LOfy(k-1) ~ 35£;(k=2) + 49f,(k-3) - 21f;(k-4) 

- f,(k-5), k = 7 to ll, 

L2fy (kel) = 5hfy(k-2) + 111f,(k-3) ~ 99%, (k~t,) 

+ 27f1(k-5) ~ £,(k-6), ke8 to 13, and 

Lb fy(ke1) = 77£,(k-2) + 209f4(k-3) - 286f4 (k-4) 

+ 176fy(k=5) =~ 34f4(k+6) + 2f,(k-7) + £4 (k-7), 

k=9 to 15, 

16£,(k-1) = 1OMf,(k-2) + 351f,(k-3) - 650f, (k-4) 

+ 637f,(ke5) = 287£,(k-6) + 43£)(Ke7) = 20, (1-8) 
~ £,(k-8), k=10 to 17, and
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(34) £,0k) © 18, (kel) - 1358, (k-2) + 545£,(k-3) 
~ 12752; (k-k) + 1728fy(k-5) = 12758, (k-6) 
+ Ah1fy(k-7) - 54f4(ked) + £,(k-9), kell to 19. 

With the aid of formulas (26) to (34) the total num- 

: Using f,(2)e1, 

£,(2) = 1, and £,(k) = £(k-1) together with (7), (26), (27), 

(23), (30), and (34), table 1 is computed. 

ber of decision patterns is easily tabulated. 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

    

Table 1 

Number of Consistent Decision Patterns 

k 2 3 L 5 6 7 8 _ 9 

fo(ky} 1 2 5 W 42 2 429 1,430 
fy(k}} 1 3 9 28 90 297 1,001 3,432 

f(k){ 2 5S Ib 4&2 132 429 1,430 4,862 

k J 10O. 11 12 13 1 

fo(k)) 4,862 16,796 58,786 208,012 7h.2,900 

fy(k)} 11,934 41,990 149,226 534,888 (1,931,540 

f(k) | 16,796 58,786 208,012 742,900 2,67b 5140 

k 15 16 17 18 

f5(k) 2,67 44,0 9,694,845 35,357,670 129,644,790 

£3 (k)) 7,020,405 25,662,825 94,287,120 347,993,910 

£(k) 4 9y6945845 35,357,670 129,644,790 177 5638, 700 
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It. will be noticed that some of the formulas (26) to 

(34) do not depend on f,. Actually, every third formula, 

starting with (28), does not have a term in f,. As k be- 

comes larger, it is more desirable to use only those form- 

ulas which have f)(k) expressed as a function of f,(k-1), 

Py(k-2), eoey £7 (k-e). It is suggested that (26), (27), 

(28), (31), and (34) form the most suitable combination of 

formulas for the computation of the number of decision pat- 

terns for k * 3, ese,y 19e 

To show that in every third formula there is no func- 

tion fy, we observe from (18) that the coefficient of 

£,(k) is 

(35) 9,641 ™- 89,6 - 3o,q-1 * 

Setting e equal to t and t+1, (35) is written as 

Bo,t+1 ™ ~ 8,4 ~ Fo,t~1 and 
Ao, t+2 ™ ~ F9,t41 7 30,67 respectively, 

Solving these equations for Ie t+2 gives 

(36) ®),t+2 ™ 4o,t-1 °* 
It follows that for any two values of e which are equal 

(mod 3) the values of @p,@ wust be the same. Hence, the 

Qo,@ assume only 3 distinct values depending on whether 

e20, 1, or 2 (mod 3). Since 85.2" -l, a3 * 1, and 

Qo, 7 0 in (10), (11), and (12), respectively, it follows 

that the 49,@ assume no values other than 0, -1, and 1.
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L. Counting Decision Patterns and Sets. 

The formulas which have been derived above give the 

total number of decision patterns for n means. Now we 

shall enumerate the total number of decision sets for the 

cases when n = 2, 3, 4, 5 in a manner which will also give 

a check on the total number of decision patterns determined 

by formulas. The method is straightforward, so little ex- 

planation is necessary. 

For the sake of convenience, suppose the letters a, 

by dy «oe, which represent means, are placed in alphabeti- 

cal order in each decision pattern. Thus, to enumerate 

the total number of decisions, all we do is list the 

decision patterns, find the number of permutations pos-~ 

sible in each pattern, and total the results. In order to 

save space, a whole family of decision patterns is listed 

together. For example, (1) (abcd) represents the patterns 

(abed), (abcd), and (abed) and (11) (abede) represents the 

patterns (abcde), (abede), (abede), and (abode). The total 

nunuber of patterns is indicated by summing the first fac- 

tor in the expression for the number of decisions, or de- 

cision sets, The enumerations are as follows:
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Patterns for two means 

(ab) 

(ab) 

Total number of patterns 

Total number of decisions 

Patterns for three means 

(abc) 

(abe) 

(abe) 
(abe) 

Total number of patterns 

Total number of decisions 

Patterns for four means 

(abed) 

(abed) 

Total number of patterns 

Total number of decisions 

Number of decisions 

1°23 = 2 

1° = j 

2 

3 

Number of decisions 

1°38 = 6 

2(33/28) = 6 

163s = 6 

1 = J 

5 

19 

Number of decisions 

hehe = 2h 

3(48/2!) = 36 

2(43/32) = 8 

2*he = 18 

L(4e/(2i2t) ) = 6 

2(4!/2!) = 2h 

1(4t/2?) = 12 

Leks : = 24 

11 = 1 

Ly 

183
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Patterns for five means Number of decisions 

(abcde) 1958 = 120 

(abcde) 4(52/28) = 240 

(abede) 3(58/38) = 60 

(abcde) 2(58/42) = 10 

(abede) Lel = j 

(abede) 3°55 = 360 

(abcde) 3(58/(2i2t) ) = 90 

(abede) 4(58/28) = 24,0 

(abede) 2(58/(283!) } = 20 

(abcde) 2(53/28) = 120 

(abede) 1(58/(2223) ) = 30 

(abcde) 2(52/3!) = 40 

(abcde) 2(5t/(2t2t) ) = 60 

(abcde) 1(58/38) = 20 

(abcde) 2°58 = 240 

(abede) 2(52/2%) = 120 

(abede) 2(58/2!) = 120 

(abede) 1°53 = 120 

(abode) 2i5t/at) = 120 
(abode) 1°58 = 120 

(abede) 158 = 120 

| 

Total number of patterns hae 

Total number of decisions 2371
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These results and the totals in the case for six 

means are tabulated in Table 2. 

    

  

  

Table 2 

Number of Decisions 

Number of = — of ape erence Lines : Totals 

2 1 3 

3 6 7 6 —_ 19 

4 24 45 90 ak, 183 

2 120 311 980 840 120 2,371 

6 720 2,383 9,950 16,650 6,280 720] 38,703         
Theorem. The product of the number of decision pat- 

terns and ns is an upper bound for the number of decisions 

involving n means. 

Proof. Clearly, the second factor for the number of 

decisions for each pattern cannot exceed Tee 

Table 3 shows how the number of decisions compares 

with the upper bound given by the theoren. 

    

Table 3 

Upper Bound for the Number of Decisions 

Number of Means 2 3 4 5 6 

Number of Decisions 3 19 183 2,371 38,703 

Bound Given by Theorem 4 30 336 5,040 97,200    
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LV. FORMULAS RELATING x; AND di j 

Let dj; and x; be defined by equations (1) and (3) 

of II, respectively. Clearly, 

(1) diz = QO, 

and 

(2) dij ™ -djie 

Using (1) of II and (2), we write 

(3) dgj = my - mj = (my-mj) - (mpm) = dys - dyy and 

(4) dij ™ dik + dys 

where k * 1, 2, ees, Ne 

From 3 of II, we see that x, is expressed in terms 

of da je In some of our work, it is necessary that each 

ds 5 be expressed in terms of x;. For this purpose we 

need the theorems below which follow from (1) and (3) of 

II together with (1), (2), (3), and (4). 

Theorem 1. 

A dyja+1 * idg ier - A da je 

where @ ® 1, 2, eos, i, and i = 1, 2y coe, Nele 

Proof. PY (3), 

i i 

j@1 aj,i+l * ja (dg itindy 3) = idg itl 7 jl dg je 

From (5), we get 

i i 

(6) dg,itl ™ | 3, dy * je a5,401 ’ 

where a@ *™ ly 2, eee, i and i = ly 2y eves nels



eo om i 

Theorem 2. 

. .1{ Gay AE=T) , 
(7) dy a4 | > *i ~ 5 4-1 | , 

where i = l> 2» eoey NlLe 

Proof. From (3) of II together with (3) above, 
_ a i-1 TG ,, . AD © 3 dau - JER a - (ERE x, j21 SJeitl ~ yh, Sid 

i-1 
= 2, (45,44179j,4) * Ga yae 

isl | 
* 53, Un,ae1 * Sia 

=i di ,i+l ° 
Theorem 3. 

(8) 4 275? ict)! /M x, +1 AEDs, . 
Lsitl jel (jei)t 2 si 2 4 

Proof. Prove (8) by inductione When i=] in (8), 

dj2 = x,, which checks with (3) of II when i=l. When 

i=2 in (8), d)3 * x1 /2s + ( f3x_)/2 = [xy + f3x5)/2- But 

from (3) of II and (6), 4,3 = 3ldyo +/3xol = a(x, + /3xo). 

Thus (8) is true for i=1 and 2. Assume (8) true for i*k, 

and show that (8) holds when i=k+l1. Thus we assume 

x 3X (k-2)£ /(k-1)k 
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Add 

i [SOE oc + hy (ET ee - : J x 

“rte [SES + ty ED 

dye], k+2 

  

  

to both sides of (9) to obtain 

x , ¥3x2 xe2)! /(e-l)k 
dy k+l + dee] k+2 2 + “aT t+ eon + dele ———— x 

+ AkeL)E k Oet1 
(kel)? 7 2 ~~ «*K 

oh. /UeFIe#2] wer foe ee 

  

Using (4) gives 

¢ 
(10) di, k+2 * jz Stet /L (k+1) (+2 X49 

which is (8) with i = k+l. 

Theorem 4. 

QeL 
. a1 }o 

(21) dg ,itl * oy | dy,itl ~ < Fact | ’ 

where a = 2, 3, pees is 

Proof. Let j range from 1 to a-l in (6). Thus 

1 at an-1 

Sa,itl “ GE | hy Sdsitl * 52) Sas
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Gol od 

™ orl Sh dy,itl ~ 21 dia ] » by (2) 

ts trl zy dyin - xd » by (1) of II. 

In order to list the expressions for dja, dj 3 eaes 

dea, (8) and (11) are arrayed in the following more useful 

form: 

dy itl = [ (Boe) x, +(4eoed) V3xgte.o+(i-2)t / Gshld Ry we] 

+ (4-1)! [Hee », lyat 

d2,i4i * Qy,4e1 - X 

d3,ie1 =U dyier + doge, - 73 x, 1/2 

d,,ivn “[da,asa + d2,i4, +76 x51/3 

dj,ie. *[ (dyin + eve * dja,iei) - = x54 1/ (j-1), 

where J = Rs eaey ie | 

4 

Letting i = 1, 2, eee, 6 in these formulas gives 

dy2 © x) 

di3 * (x1+/3xq)/2 

dag = (~x7 +/3xo)/2 

di, (3xy +/3xq*2/Bx5)/3- 

(-3x, +/3x0+2/6x3)/3! 

dz, = (  ~2/3x2+2/6x3)/3! 

fu
 

tw}? i>
 a



ra 
sa ~ bios we 

15 * (12x, H/ 3x5 +2/Bx3+6/TOx, )/ hs 

das ~ (12x; +h/3x2+2/6x3+6/10x, )/4% 
d35 = (  ~8/3xq+2/6x3+6/TOx, )/4! 
dis = ( ~6/6x3+6/T0x, 1/48 

dig = (6023 +20/Fxy +1 Q/Ex3+6/T0x, +24/15x5 1/58 

dog ea (~60x1 +20/3x9+10/Ox3+6/10x, +24/15x, )/5! 

d3g = ( ~40/3x2+10/6x3+6/10x, +24/15x5)/5! 
dng = ~30/6x3+6/TOx), +24/ Tox, 1/55 

dsg = ~24/ 10x, +2h/T5x.5)/55 

di7 = (360x1 +120/3x9+60/6x3 +36/TOx, +24/T5x, 4120/21 xg )/6. 

doo = (~360x, +120/3x_ +60/6x,+36/10x, +24/T5x. 4120/21 x, )/6! 

d37 = ( ~24,0/ 3x2 +60/6x3 +36/T0x, +21,/T5x5 +120/21 x, )/65 

dy = ( . ~180/6x3+36/T0x, +24/T5x,+120/Zixg )/6s 

ds = [ | wl bb/TOx, +24/T5x,5 4120/21 x, )/58 

don = ( | -120/T5x5+120/2Ixg)/6! 

it should be noted that the leading term of dg,4+, is 

minus the sum of like terms in Gy itl? cree qo itl? 

All other terms are the same as in dy it? eaeys do-1,itl° 

Thus, once dy itl is written, Oe ith? where @ ™ 2,y eaey iy 

follows immediately.
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Ve. POWER FUNCTIONS 

l. Introduction. 

In this paper, the tests under discussion are multiple 

decision tests and as such are typical candidates for the 

type of analysis proposed by i/ald (1939 and 1941). Thus 

any two tests would be judged by the relative magnitudes 

of their average weighted risks, the test having the lower 

average weighted risk being considered better. Such an 

analysis of any test would involve a careful consideration 

of all its decisions and related errors. 

The two main steps in this analysis would be the 

selection of an appropriate error weight function and an 

anticipated frequency function of the parameters. That 

is, expressions would have to be chosen which give the 

relative seriousness of various errors which may be made 

and the relative expected frequencies of differences in 

parameter means, respectively. 

Selecting these functions is non-mathematical and 

rests on experimental considerations of errors and pos- 

sible parameter locations. So often the research worker, 

who must decide which weight functions and anticipated 

frequency functions to use, has little interest in the 

mathematics involved or lacks time enough to carry 

through such an analysis. Gn tne other hand, a worker 

not trained to know which errors are most important for
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the various decisions and which parameter locations are 

most likely (or the worker who is not willing to put a 

lot of time on making the selection of the error func- 

tions and anticipated frequency function) can expect 

little from the analysis after it is finished. It is 

most important that appropriate functions be chosen 

Since one test may have a lower average weighted risk 

than another for one class of these functions, but the 

reverse might be true for another class of functions. 

This method of analysis is also difficult since the num-~ 

ber of decisions would be so great and the weighting of 

errors so intricate that the work involved becomes too 

cumbersome for more than three means. 

ze Discussion of Power. 

For these reasons, as well as for a natural desire 

to make the work as straightforward and simple as pos- 

sible, we compare two tests with the use of sets of func- 

tions similar to the Neyman-Pearson power function for a 

two-decision test. This approach is an extension of 

methods used by Lehmann (1950), Hartley (1954), Harter 

(1954), and more fully by Duncan (1953 and 1955). The 

relation of this type of analysis to a full average 

weighted risk analysis is summarized in the following 

quotation from Duncan (1953): “This way of analyzing 

these multiple decision procedures is put forward as a
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Simple step toward a complete average risk analysis, and 

not as a substitute for the latter. It bears the same 

relationship to the latter as does a Neyman-Pearson analy-~ 

Sis in a Simple, familiar, two-decision case. That is, 

it fails to consider details of relative error weights 

and Bayes [ anticipated frequency] functions, but it is 

Simpler in conception and arrives at similar results.*® 

In obtaining the power functions for these tests, 

our first difficulty is that none of them, including the 

case involving only two means, is a two-decision proce- 

dure. However, a power function as defined by Neyman 

and Pearson (1933 and 1950) is strictly a two-decision 

test concept. A typical definition of power function is 

the following given by Hoel (1954): 

"The power function P(&) of a test is the 

function of the parameter that gives the 

(1) probability that the sample point will fall 

in the critical region of the test when 6 is 

the true value of the parameter." 

For example, consider a 5% level test of the hypothesis 

Hy? 5*0, where 5=,-,, against the alternative hypothesis 

Ha? 8 > O based on a single observation d, where d is 

normally distributed with mean » and variance two. (A 

variance of two is used because it is a consequence of 

the restriction, o,"1, made in II.) The critical region
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is d> 2.77 and the power function is the familiar curve 

shown in Figure 1. The merits of a power function of this 

| P(S) 

  

0 3} 

Figure 1 

Power Function for a One Sided Normal Deviate Test 

type are well known. Over the parameter points 6 > 0, com- 

prising the alternative hypothesis, the funetion gives prob- 

abilities of correct decisions, that is, to reject Hj,» Over 

the points 8 < 0, the function gives probabilities of the 

type I error. The two sections of the curve completely 

describe the operating characteristics of the tests. 

In passing, it should be noted that although it is 

customary to refer to this procedure as a test of H,3$=0 

against the alternative H,:6 > 0, its main merits in 

many applications rest upon the fact that it provides a 

test of Hj < 0 against the same alternative Hgt} > 0. 

Hots < O may be termed the complete null hypothesis to 

distinguish it from H,2680, which may be termed the point 

null hypothesis. In many situations, the value of mak- 

ing an a-level test of the point null hypothesis lies in 

the fact that it provides an atf-level test of any single
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nypothesis from the complete composite null hypothesis 

where at< Ge. 

In a two mean three-decision test one way (which 

proves to be unsatisfactory) to adjust to the two-de- 

cision test concept would be to group the two decisions 

D(1,2) and D(2,1) together as the decision that m, and 

ig are Significantly different, that is, accept the hypo- 

thesis np, # pg. The decision that m, and mo are signifi- 

cantly different would be denoted by D(1f2). Thus, the 

three-decision test, with decisions D(1,2), D(1,2), and 

D(2,1.), would be reduced to a two-decision test with de- 

cisions D(1f2) and D(1L,2). The test would then be ana- 

lyzed as an a-level test of 711 = no against the two- 

sided alternative p, # tio, a being the significance level. 

According to definition (1), the power function would be 

denoted by 

(2) p(if2) = P(DQA2)16, m1), 

where § = pj) - to is the true difference. The power func- 

tion would be the probability of making the decision 

D(1f2), which is equivalent to rejecting the hypothesis 

2 "22, given any 6. The test, considered in this way, 

would be a two-decision two-sided test of H,ip,™Ho. 

The trouble with this approach, however, is that by 

pooling the probabilities of the decisions D(1,2) and 

D(2,1) for any £40, we would combine the probability of
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the correct decision with the probability of the most 

incorrect decision. That is, taking any point, § < 0 

for example, we would be adding the probability of the 

correct decision D(1,2) to the probability of the wrong 

decision D(2,1). Certainly a function which combines 

correct decision probabilities with such serious error 

probabilities would not be desirable. Thus, this method 

of attack would not be appropriate for the tests under 

considerations. 

A more useful analysis for the three-decision test 

of two means is one in which it is regarded as a combina-~ 

tion of two distinct two-decision tests, where one is a 

test of the hypothesis By < Pe against the alternative 

~2 < ty and the other is a test of the hypothesis po < hy 

against the alternative pj < Lge Thus for two means, a 

three-decision test has the two power functions 

(3) Po (€) = P[pD(2,1)15, o, J, 

and 

(4) Pi2(€) = p(pD(1,2)| & » On Js 

which are the Neyman-Pearson power functions of the tests 

of py < Be and Bo <<,» respectively. For any value of 

€, these functions give the probability of a correct or 

an incorrect decision. In particular, P21(§) is the prob- 

ability of deciding that »1 > wo. Thus, P2,(§) is a 

correct decision probability function over the interval



E = YP > 0 and an error probability function over the 

interval § <0. Similarly, Py2(§) is a correct decision 

probability function over the interval § < 0 and an error 

probability function over the interval § 20. Hach power 

function should be as high as possible over the region in 

which it is a correct decision probability function and 

a3 low as pessible over the region in which it is an 

error probability function. Formaliging this idea, we 

may express each power function of a three-decision two-~ 

sided test as two functions. For P,9(€), the correct de- 

cision probability function is given by 

(5) Ci2(g) = P{D(1,2)|& 5 0, J when tL < Yo, 

and the error probability function is given by 

(6) Ey 2(g) = P(D(1,2)1 €, G, J when BL 2 Ree 

Likewise, the correct decision probability function and 

the error probability function for P91(§) are given by 

(7) Cox (E&) = P(D(2,1)1 6, og, ] when po < p, and 

(8) Bo, (&) = P(D(2,1)(6 > o, J when po > wy, 

respectively. These relations may be written more com- 

pactly as 

Ci2(8) when BhL< Pea 

(9) Pia(§) { J » and 
Eig(&) otherwise 

Cai (6) when po< p 
(10) Pay () een, 

Eo1(&) otherwise
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This approach avoids the difficulty of adding the 

serious error probability to the correct decision prob- 

ability which is inherent in the power function p(if2). 

These functions, whose uses have been indicated in part 

or wholly by Lehmann, Duncan, Hartley, Harter, and Scheffe, 

are the ones which are concerned with measuring the prob- 

ability of correct decisions for individual differences. 

These are the functions to be discussed and compared in 

this paper. Their use is readily extended to more than 

two means as will be shown later. 

The graphs of equations (2), (3), and (4) may shed 

some light on the relations among equations (2) to (10). 

(Assume om=1 for each graph.) Figure 2 shows the graphs 

of Py2(S) and Po, (¢) for the same significance level. 

Bach of these curves is divided into two parts by the 

vertical axis, denoted by P(g). The upper part of Po) (4) 

to the right of P(§) is C2,(§), and the lower part to the 

left and including the P(g} axis, is f9,(&). In passing, 

it should be observed that corresponding to each ¢ 0 

there is one correct decision probability and one error 

probability. Forg=0, there are two error probabilities 

which are equal in this case. Figure 3 shows the graph 

of (2). It is the composite graph of the two curves in 

Figure 2.



Pi2(§) 21 (8) 

    
Figure 2 

Graphs of P,5(§) and P,,(g) at the Same 

Significance Level dp. 

P(g) 

    
Figure 3 

Graph of p(1f2) for the a,-level Two 

Sided Test.
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3. Power Vectors. 

For the general treatment of power, more notation is 

necessary. Let 

(11) bij = Eldys) = yy - Was 

where i=L,ese snl, j™Zyeee,n, and i < j, denote the ordered 

difference for true means p; and pj. Let 

(12) &, = E(x;), 

where i=1,...,n-l1, denotes the axes in the spaces of true 

differences Oi je which is called the reduced-parameter-space. 

Let 

(13) Ee (E:se0005,3) 5 
a vector of n-l components, denote a point in the parameter- 

Spacee 

From IV, it is clear that corresponding to any set of 

values for the n(n-1)/2 differences (dy 29d) 390¢09dy.) yn) 

there is a unique point X™(X} 5 0002Xy_7) in the sample-space, 

and conversely. Likewise, for any set of values for the 

n(n-1)/2 components of the vector of true differences, 

(14) B= (81295, 32¢06s0n.4 ny), 

there is a unique point % in the parameter~space, and con- 

versely. 

The approach to power considerations discussed in Sec- 

tion 2 above for the two mean case is readily extended to 

three or more means. For each pair of means, p) and po, 

p , and 23>» and 2 and R3s two power functions are defined
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which correspond to (3) and (4). These six power functions, 

defined for the three mean case, are given by 

(15) P3(§) = PED(i,j)] & ,o,], and 

(16) P5i(6) = P(D(jsi)1 § son], 
where ij denotes 12, 13, or 23 and § =(5,,52). ach of these 

functions may be broken into two functions, a correct de- 

cision probability function, Cy 5(§) and C5i(8), and an error 

probability function, Bi 5 (8) and 854(4), following the method 

used above. For a fixed 4A0, any pair of power function 

Pi 5(§) and P;,(§) has two components, a correct decision 

probability component, 0, (8)"0,.» and an error probability 

component, Hy (E) "Ess such that exactly one comes from each 

power function. For example, if Cr3() comes from P55(€), 

iss (8) must come from P 53 (§)- Thus, for a fixed £f0, (15) 

and (16) furnish a set of three correct decision probabili- 

ties and a set of three error probabilities. 

When considering power, we are mainly interested in 

how Ps 38) changes as 04 775 varies even though the 

other differences make small changes in Ps 35) for b5j 

fixed. That is, we wish to think of P,,(€) as a function 

of d443+ Since 

P[D(i,j)] § ,o,J= P(D(i,j) 1 8,0, J 

= P[D(i,g)] d55,5',0,] , 

where 5* is the set of all differences except 635, we write 

(17) Pig (b,5) = P[D(i,5)] 035.5'.0, J,
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expressing Ps 5(8) as a function of Os 5s 

Corresponding to each difference, Sigs two power func~ 

tions, P;j;(§) and P34 (€) (Pq 5 (845) and P55 (845) ), are de- 

fined. Thus, corresponding to each parameter point 

€ =(€,52) (set of differences 61220439523), we define a 

power vector, P3, to be that vector which has as its com- 

  

ponents the six power functions given in (15) and (16). We 

write 

(18) P3 = (Py2sP21+P132P31»P239P32) » 
where Pij is an abbreviation of Pi ) and the subseript 

on Ps denotes the number of means compared. The power vec- 

tor, Ps, may also be written as 

(19) P3 = (Cpy, Bes Cr5 Baye Ogg. tgs)» or 

(20) P3 = (C3,H3) , 

where 

(21) = (G5, 13 C5755! 
and 

(22) E3 = (Sry. Bays irs) ° 

In the general case of n means, there are n(n-1)/2 

differences Sige For each difference Os ye there are two 

power functions given by (15) and (16), where i=1,...,n-l, 

J=2,eceyn, 1 < jy and F@(Eyseee08,_1)- Bach Py5(d;5) is 

the Neyman-Pearson power function of a test of the hypothe- 

sis pj < ny (835 > 0) against the alternative hypothesis 

pi < ny(By5 <0). That is, Ps 5(05 5) gives the probability
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of a correct decision for all values of By and B; for which 

Ry < By and the probability of a wrong decision for all 

values of the means for which Bi S Pye Similar statements 

may be made about Pi (3z5)- For a fixed §f0, the correct 

decision probability component and error probability com- 

ponent of the pair of power functions Ps (033) and P 54 (035) 

are denoted by Crs (5) =Crz and ips (3) sess respectively. 

The power vector for n means at any point § is given by 

(23) Pr * (Py2,PayeceesPigePjiseeesPn-iynePn nel) » 

where the n(n-1) components are the power functions, 

Pi j(dy45)=Pig and P 35: (35 5) "Py: The power vector, Py, may 

also be written as 

(24) Pp = (Crys Baas 00 +s Cpts lgnzy eee Soy Seay a) or 

(25) Py = (Cysdy)s 

where 

(26) Cn = (Coys eee sCrzseees Coma) 

and 

(27) in aad (Byes +06 sb yy eee sma) e 

4. Significance Levels. 

Many other correct decision probability and error prob- 

ability functions could be defined for decisions ranking p 

means at one time, where p=3,e4e,m. For example, in a test 

of four means, the function 

(28) Ci 2,3,1(5) = P[D(4,2,3,1)] § .o, J;
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which is a correct decision probability function over the 

parameter~space region defined by py < po <p3 < ny, might 

be considered. Likewise, the function 

(29) Ey 23,15) = P(DC(4s2,3,1)1 § ro, J, 

where €(4,2,3,1) denotes the region complementary to the 

decision region (4,2,3,1) in the sample-space of four means, 

might be considered a relevant error probability function 

over the parameter-space region BS Be < B3 <Py. Similar 

functions could be defined for the 4! - 1 remaining four 

mean decisions of the type D(izsigsigsi,), where ij;i2,13, 

and ij, assume the values 1, 2, 3, and 4 in some order. Also, 

O3e three mean correct decision probability and error prob- 

ability functions of the types 

(30) Cn 4, (8) = P[D(2,1,4)] § ,o,4, and 
(31) Bo,1,4(€) = P[DC(2,1,4)1 § sod, 

respectively, may be defined. C2,1,4 (5) is defined over the 

parameter-space region pg < 8] < By, and HO lek is defined 

over the region po < hy < Bie In general, in a test cof n 

means, ne/(n-p)! p-mean correct decision probability and 

error probability functions of the above type could be de- 

fined. 

These p~mean functions, however, appear to be of secon- 

dary importance and convey little additional information. 

Provided upper bounds are placed on the maximum values of 

the error probability functions for p mean decisions, it
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appears that the merits of a test can be judged in terms of 

its two-decision power functions alone. Suitable upper 

bounds of this nature are provided by a set of probabilities 

defined as follows! 

PLDC (i, si) | Mi, * Pio ] , 

(32) P [DC (iz s++0sip) | Bay Tree ALL J; 

P[DC(l,o+..n)| ny = eee =a J , 

where ip m Leen yily 

izsecesiy is some arrangement of p of n means, and 

C(iyyeoeri,) denotes the region complementary to 

the decision region (ij,...,ip) in the sample~space 

of n means. - 

Each of these probabilities serves a function similar to 

that of a significance level in a two-decision test, and, 

following Duncan (1955), may be termed a p-mean signifi- 

cance level, A(z, sseesd,)- Thus, O(iy geeesin) denotes the 

maximum probability of finding at least one wrong signifi- 

cant difference among p observed means. 

To illustrate the fact that the probabilities in (32) 

| are upper bounds of the corresponding error probability 

functions, we show that in the three mean case 

(33) P[DC(3,2,1)| E belongs to pia, J 

is an upper bound of
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(34) E(3,2,1), (4) = P(DC(3,2,1), 16 € region nz < mg <n J, 
where (3,251), denotes the region of acceptance for the 

hypothesis Ba < Po <P, and € is to be read "belongs to." 

To prove this for the multiple t test, we appeal to geometry. 

Referring to Figure 2 of II, we let 

Ry = (1,2,3) ; 

Ro = (1,2,3) + (3,1,2) + (322.1) + (3,2,1) ; 

Ry = (1,2,3) + (2,3,1) + (3,2,1) + (3,251) , and 

Ry = Ro + Rg + (3,2,1) » 

where the corresponding sets of parameter points are given by 

(35) 

5) ?p3 "2" h) » 

(36) 52 ?h3< hg "1 > 
S3 743 "Be< By > and 

S, B35 B2 <0 » 
respectively. Let the axes of the parameter-space be §)*x, 

and €2=xg- Hence S, is the origin, S, the positive 4, axis, 

53 the positive part of the line Bo"h3> and 3) is the region 

bounded by So and $3 (one sixth of the parameter-space). 

Let C(Rq), where q"1,2,3,4, denote the complement of region 

Rg in the sample-space. In this notation, the problem be- 

comes one of showing that 

(37) P[pe(Rg)|§ € SJ < P[be(a, ees]. 

If q*l, the left and right members are identically equal. 

If q=2, we have the situation shown in Figure 4. Let po 

be any point in Se, except B37R21) « Construct a regular



    
Figure 4 

Graph of Region Ry 

hexagon, H, with radius r, center at po, and two sides fall- 

ing on the vertical boundary lines of Rog. Clearly, H is 

contained in Rg. Thus, CRo is contained in CH. Hence, 

P[D(CRa)[€ € Sg] < P[D(cH)|€ € So] = P[D(cR,)/£e3,J). 

The proof is similar when q=3 and 4. Therefore, (37) is 

astablished. There are five more error functions, 

8 (iy sdgedg), {5) = P(DC(i,,i29:13),;1 & € region Mi, SM < Wi ,] 

where ip (p=1,253) is one of the numbers 1, 2, and 3, which 

have (33), that is a(1,2,3), as their upper bound. Thus, 

a{1,2,3) is the maximum probability of finding at least one 

wrong significant difference among three observed means. 

Having indicated the method which shows that the
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significance levels defined by (32) are upper bounds of the 

p-mean error probabilities, we may now state that 

two tests, T, and To, (for example, multiple range 

versus a multiple F) may be compared at any para- 

,, meter point § using their correct decision vectors 

(38) Cy, and C,9, respectively, provided their corres- 

ponding p-mean significance levels, a(iz,eessip)s 

are equal. 

5. Comparison of Tests by Use of Averages. 

Let Ck 4 denote the kth component of test j in the cor- 

  

rect decision vector, C,j, where k=L,eee,n(n-1)/2 and j-1,2. 

If, at a point §, cy, >¢yo for each k, then test T, is 

clearly better than To at & (provided, of course, that the 

Significance levels are equal). However, this situation 

does not always occur. Suppose cy, > Chg for some k, and 

Chi < Cee for all other k, then what can we say about the 

two tests? Obviously, further considerations are necessary. 

A natural desire is to determine some kind of average 

values of Cy, and C,g to compare the two tests, T, and fo. 

A useful average correct decision probability may be defined 

by 

(39) Cy = 2 wi sly ys 

where 

(40) Wij = (53 Vab; 5! 

This seems a useful choice of weights for obtaining such an
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average since the relative importance of one correct deci- 

sion probability to another is roughly proportional to the 

relative magnitudes of the two differences, |5, 5! and 184 j| in- 

volved. For example, this assumes that the importance of 

the probability of a correct decision for a difference of 

two units is twice that of the importance of a probability 

of a correct decision for a difference of one unit. The 

divisor, Bi yb is used so that C,, will never exceed one. 

Likewise, an average error probability, &,, may be de- 

Lined by 

(41) B, = fw 5Hy5 > 

where wy; is defined by (40). Here again making the weights 

proportional to the difference |, | will usually provide 

an acceptable average error probability. We say that the 

test with the lower E, has a smaller type I error probabil- 

ity. 

Other weights could be used in defining G,, and Ey» but 

(39) and (41) seem the most desirable in the absence of 

information concerning the probabilities of 135 jhe Ina 

given experiment, if something is known about the distribu- 

tion of 153 5h it is possible that Wi j could be improved and 

thus C, and EB, would become more sensitive to any contrasts 

between two tests. 

As an illustration of the use of these averages Table 

4} in Appendix A may be used to compare Duncan's multiple 

range and multiple F tests at a given parameter point when



three means are involved. For example, at § =(4,3), or 

153 2k4.2000000, [5 342598076, and |b24"598076, we find for 

the multiple range and multiple F tests 

Cy, = 08029 and EB, = .00053¢, and 

Cyw2 ™ «8002 and Bio = «000537 

respectively. Thus, we conclude that the correct decision 

probability of the multiple range test is higher than for 

the multiple F test, but the type I error probability of 

the multiple F test is lower at the point § =(4,3). It 

is interesting to observe from Table 4 that the probability 

of correct decisions is uniformly better for the multiple 

range test in the case of three means.



VI. DERIVATION OF POWER EXPRESSIONS 

1. Background Summary. 

In this paper, we are fundamentally interested in the 

power of a test, its definition, its expression, its eval-~ 

uation, and its use in the comparison of two tests. This 

being the case, we ghall omit any general discussion of 

Significance levels, protection levels, and comparison of 

the tests relative to these concepts, except as they come 

up in the discussion of power or in the sections on compu- 

tation. For a careful treatment of these definitions and 

comparisons, see Duncan (1955). However, as a guide to the 

comparison of certain multiple range tests, we give the 

following table due to Duncan (1955): 

Table 1 

Comparison of Significant Ranges for 5% 
Level Tests of 20 heans 

  

Subset Si: 
Test ze   

2.3 4&4 5 6 8 10 Jk 20 
  

Tukey's Test 
Based on 
Allowances > e OL OL OL eOlL eO1 «OL eV 20 «OL 

Tukey*s 1953 
  

Test 089 belG be32 beh bo 52 beG5 beTh be 88 5.01 

Newnan-Keuls* 
Test 277 3232 3263 3.86 beO3 be2D beh7 be Th § 01 
  

New Multiple 
Range Test Re 3.02       
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For our purposes, the work is restricted to the stan- 

dard riormal deviate case, whicn simplifies the calculations 

considerably. That is, we assume the degrees of freedom 

for error to be infinite and the standard error of a mean 

to be unity. The significance level of a test is taken as 

5%, In other words, that system of significance levels is 

selected which yields a test which the author of the test 

would call a 5% level test. Since all the tests under con- 

Sideration are symmetric, we can further restrict our prob- 

lem to that of deriving an expression for and computing 

Po, (&). Hach test considered has the property that for 

every set of values of the means under consideration any 

pair may be selected as m, and m9. 

The multiple range tests of Newman-Keuls, Duncan, and 

Tukey (1953) are considered together at this time since 

the corresponding decision regions of these tests are simi- 

lar and have parallel boundaries. Expressing the power, 

Poi (€), for any range test similar to Tukey's test based on 

allowances, that is, any test with a single plane being the 

boundary of (2,1), is trivial and will not be considered 

here. Before the exact formulas giving power of Po (§) are 

derived, the decision regions for these multiple range tests 

are described. For three means only a review is given, but 

for four or more means a more detailed discussion of the 

regions is presented.
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2 Decision Regions for Three Multiple Range Tests. 

Consider the case of three means. First, we describe 

the critical region (2,1). The decision region for the 

two mean decision D(2,1) is the sum of the following six 

three mean decision regions; 

(2,153), (2,3,1), (2,123), (21351), (3,152), (32h52). The 
boundary equations are given by 

Xi = dg when |x.| > (2q3 - 42)/ ¥3 

x1 " 43 when ~q3//3 < x2 < 4,/V3 
x, +/3xo = 2q3 when qg < x, < 43, and 

~x, +/3xg = -2q3 when a2 <x <4,» 
where qo and q3 are the least significant ranges for sample 

size of two and three, respectively, and qo and 93 depend 

on the test used and the significance level. In each test, 

43 > 90 The graph for Duncan’s range test is shown in 

Figure 1. With the aid of Table 1, the two mean and three 

mean boundaries of the Newman-Keulst and Tukey's 1955 tests 

may be located by drawing lines parallel to the boundary 

lines of Figure l. 

Before describing further the decision regions for the 

multiple range tests, the multiple t test regions for four 

means, whose boundaries are defined by (5) and (7) of II, 

are discussed in some detail. The two mean and three mean 

decision regions, as well as the four mean decision regions, 

are of interest and they are formed by adding certain of the



    

      
Figure 1 

Duncan's 5% Level iiultiple Range Test 

(no=00 , oh)
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four mean decision regions. Yor example, the decision re- 

gion (1,2,3) is the sum of the following 15 four mean de- 

cision regions: 

(Le2s304) (4e2203) (Le2e3ak) (Le2e304) (dead»253) 
(Ly3e254) (2e3s4) (de2e203) (230202) (desde 203) 
(LeZe3oh) (2pls354) (Bedg2o4) (hadg3e2) (leaZe301) 

  

The region for the two mean decision D(2,1) is the sum of 

the following 57 four mean decision regions? 

(251,394) (2515453) (2534154) (2545143) (2535451) 

(255351) (3525144) (4525153) (352541)  (45253,1) 

(By4251) (4539251) (2235154) (2545153) (2235451) 

(2545351) (Beles2s1) (2512354) (2sLa403) (2s 3nbs1) 

(3s22ks1) (h20351) (2515304) (2535124) (2.45223) 

(3,2,2,4) (4525123) (2234451) (2435154) (244,153) 

(2o3eh01) (2ahs3s1) (Be2ehs1) (e2e301) (443s251) 

(Beles2o1) (2,32404) (2y42153) (223e4s1) (2542351) 

(3,2akes1) (he22351) (2522324) (2sdaks3) (2s3sda4) 

(245223) (223241) (Zoke3sl) (2235451) (2e4s31) 

(2p324.1) (2e3e1s4) (2eks153) (2,324.1) (2e45351) 

(Bu2r4e1) Ulbs2o3s2) 2 _ a 
The region for the decision D(1,2) is the sum of 57 regions 

obtained by interchanging 1 and 2 in the 57 regions above. 

Thus, out of 183 four mean decision regions, the region 

(1,2) is the sum of the remaining 69 regions.



We now describe the shape and position of the decision 

regions (1,2,3,4), (1,2:3), (1.224), (1,2), and (2,1). 

This is done with the aid of Figures 2 and 3 which show 

plane sections when x,"0 and X1"do, respectively. The lines 

on these figures are the intersections of the planes in (5) 

and (7) of II, excepting x,=+q,, with the planes x,*0 and 

%1"qo+ Note that only planes -2/3x2 + 2/6x3 = +6q2 cut x,%0 

and x1*q9 at right angles. The other eight planes make the 

same size solid angle, 60°, with the planes x,*0 and x,=q9- 

Using these figures, it is easy to visualize the re- 

quired decision regions. The region (1,2,3,4) is the 

rhombic-dodecahedron with center at the origin formed by 

the symmetric intersection about the origin of the six pairs 

of parallel planes in (5) and (7) of II. The rhombus 

By BBB) in Figure 3 is one of the twelve faces, and the 

hexagon A, ApA3A,Acdg in Figure 2 is formed by the plane, 

dj 2"x,"0, which cuts the rhombic-dodecahedron into halves. 

The vertices Ag, A3, Bi, and Bg belong to one rhombus which 

is in the plane di1"do« Likewise, each of the following 

three sets of vertices belong to one rhombus: A3, Ay» Bo, 

B33 Ay, Ag, By, Bys and Ag, As, B,, B3- The line A,Ag bi- 

sects the rhombus with vertices By» Ays Aos and Bi» where By 

is the symmetric point to By, about line A,Ay in the plane 

dz) "A926 Similarly, the line Ay As bisects the rhombus with 

three of its vertices B35 Ay and Age
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intersections of the Multiple t Test Boundary Planes on 

dj 2=x,=0 (dj 5=99=277; Ny =00 , o,=1).
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Figure 3 

Intersection of the Multiple t Test soundary Planes on 

dy 9=%4 =, (A; =49"2-775 Ny=@ ; O,=1).



The region (1,2,3) is a right regular hexagonal cylinder 

with its center line the X3 axis. That part of the plane 

dj e™4o between the intersection of d,o=qo with dy 3"42 and 

dg3"-q2 in Figure 3 is one of the six faces of this cylinder. 

That part of the plane d,3"q2 cut off by the planes x,=0 and 

x1"Go is an adjacent face to the one in Figure 3. Similarly, 

that part of the plane do3"—q2 cut off by the planes x,*0 

and x,"q2 is an adjacent face to the one in Figure 3. The 

other three faces of the regular cylinder are symmetric to 

these about the plane x,=0. The region (1,2,4) is a right 

regular hexagonal cylinder with its center line passing 

through the points A, and A,. The faces of this cylinder are 

easily located following the method used above. 

The region (1,2) is the solid region between the two 

planes x,"=-qg and Xy *Qg¢ The region (2,1) is the solid re- 

gion above the x;"qo plane, that is, it is the region for 

which X, > qg- 

Other regions of less importance in this paper are also 

located. The region (2,3,4,1) is the pyramidal shaped solid 

  

bounded by the planes di 3°42» da3"-d2» di4742s da,™-d2» and 

X1"doe The base of this pyramid is the rhombus By B2B35, - 

Bleven more regions of this type may similarly be located. 

The region (2,4,3,1) is the solid figure bounded by the planes 

di, 3°42, 43,=d2, 4),"G2, and x)=q2- There are a total of 24 

such regions. The region (2,1.324) is the solid figure
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bounded by the planes d,."q9, di 3"-das» dy, "429 and d3)"-d2° 

There are 48 such regions. Thus, we have described how to 

locate 85 of the 183 decision regions enumerated in IV. 

We are now in a better position to discuss the multiple 

range regions. The boundary equations for the decision re- 

gions are given by the following 36 formulas: 

(2) dij = +4,» 

where i < jy 1°1,2,3, J=2,3,4, k=2,3,4, and qo, 33 and qd, 

are the least significant ranges for samples of size two, 

three, and four, respectively. The size of q, depends on the 

test used and the significance level. The significance level 

used in this work is generally the one which corresponds to 

the usual 5% level. In each test qg < q3 < q,- 

The multiple range regions (1,2,3,4), (1,2,3)> (Ls2.4)> 

(1,2), and (2,1) are now defined. The region (1,2,3,4) is 

bounded by the 12 planes obtained by letting k=4 in (2). 

This region has the game shape as the four mean multiple t 

region (1,2,3,4) described above, and it is in the same posi- 

tion relative to the axes. However, it is larger than the 

multiple t region since the bounding planes are now a dis-~ 

tance of q, (see Table 1) from the origin. The region 

(1,2,3,4) is symmetric about both the origin and the plane 

x "0, This region is shown in Figure 4 for Duncan's new 

multiple range test. 

The multiple range region (1,2,3) has a different shape
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Figure 4 

The Solid Region (1,2,3,4). (Rhombic-dodecahedron),
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from the multiple t region (1,2,3). It is the sum of two 

solid regions given by the formula 

(3) (122.3) = (122.324) + (152,544) , 
where (1,2,3,4) is the region bounded by 

(4) dja" #43 d)3 = +45, and do, = +3. 

This region is symmetric about the plane dj g=x, "0, Since it 

is the sum of two parts each of which is symmetric about the 

plane x,*0. The region (1,2,4) is similarly described and 

is symmetric about the plane X10. 

The multiple range region (1,2) is the sum of four over- 

lapping multiple range regions, namely 

(5) (1.2) = (1.22304) + (122.3) + (2.2.4) + (152,3,4) 

where (1,2,3,4) is the region bounded by 

(6) djg " -dg and dj, = q, - 

This region is symmetric about the plane di 270, since it is 

the sum of four regions each of which is symmetric about the 

plane d,2"x,"0. The complement of (1,2) is the sum of two 

regions, (1,2) and (2,1). In the region (2,1), x, is always 

positive, and in (1,2), x, is always negative. 

In a similar manner the other five regions (1,3), (1,4), 

(2,3), (2,4), and (3,4) may be defined, These regions are 

the same size and shape as (1,2), but (i,j) is symmetric 

about the plane d; ;"0, where i and j satisfy the conditions 

of (2). 

Figure 5 shows the boundaries of the critical region
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for the decision that p, < no, that is, the region (2,1). 

The boundary equations are given by 

Py? dy2 = das xy = das 

P2* 412 * Qs xy = G3» 

P3* d)2 = a> xy = 4)? 

Put dys "932% 3% = 2935 
p52 4,3" 4 x, 1/3X5 = 24) 

P62 dag "932 -x1 1/3x, = -2d39 

(7) Py? doz ™ -q,,0r ~x, +/3x, = ~2q) 9 

Pgt dy, = 43+ 3x, 4/3x2+2/bx, = 6a,, 

Pot dy, "4,2 3%, */3x2*2/6x, = ba, 
Pio? dg, * -93 -3x,1/3x,*2/6x, = -6q,, 

Pir? dg, = ays ~3x,73x2*2/6x, = 64,4 
P12? da, = dys ~2/ 3x9 t2/6x, = oq) 

P13? 45, " -a,2 —-2/3xQ+2/Ox, = -64,, 

where p, denotes the rth plane reading from top to bottom 

of (7), and r=1,...,13. These bounding planes are indicated 

in Figure 5. 

From this discussion, it is clear how the regions 

(152230405) 5 (Le2e3eh)> (1220325), (Le2e4eed)s (1,223), 

(1,24), (1.2.5), (1,2), and (2,1) are defined for the mul- 

tiple range tests of five means. The region (1,2,3,4,5) 

is a solid figure bounded (enclosed) by the 20 hyperplanes 

(8) dij" 445 
where i < J, 1°1,2,3,4, j=2,3,4,5, and qs is the least
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Significant range for a sample of five. Hach of the twenty 

faces of (1,2,3,4,5) is a six sided section of one of the 

hyperplanes in (8). Any pair of these faces, say the pair 

determined from dy 372955 is symmetric about the origin, and 

the plane d,3=0. The region (1,2,3,4,5) is symmetric about 

the origin and each of the ten hyperplanes d; jn, where i< j 

and 1,j=1,2,3,4,5. 

The region (1,2,3,4) is a solid figure which is the sum 

of two overlapping solids, namely 

(9) (1.2.3.4) = (1,2,3:4,5) + (1,2,3,4,5), 

where (1,2,334,5) is bounded by the twelve hyperplanes 

(10) qs j = 243 

with i< j and i,j*1,2,3,4. The solid bounded by the planes 

of (10) is symmetric about the origin and each of the six 

planes 

(11) djj =O, 

where i < j amd i,j*1,2,3,4. Thus the solid region (1,2,3,4) 

is symmetric about the origin and each of the six planes in 

(11), since both of the solids of the sum are symmetric about 

the origin and these same six planes. The regions (1,2,3,5) 

and (1,2,4,5) are similarly defined. Their shape and size 

are exactly the same as for the region (1,2,3,4)3 only the 

positions of these three regions differ. 

The region (1,2,3) is a solid figure which is the sum 

of three overlapping solids, namely
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(12) (1.2.3) = (1.2.3.4) + (1.2.3.5) + (1,2,3,4,5), 

or the four overlapping solids given by 

(13) (1.2.3) = (1,2.3.4.5) + (1,2,3,4,5) + (1,2,3,5,4) 

+ (1,2,3,4.5), 

where (1,2,3,4,5) is bounded by the six hyperplanes 

(14) dig = + 432 4,3 = + 43 and dg, = + q3, 

and (1,2,3,5,4) is defined by a method similar to that of 

(10). The solid bounded by the planes of (14) is symmetric 

about the origin and each of the three planes 

(15) dja = 0, d)3 = 0, and daz = 0. 

Thus, the region (1,2,3) is symmetric about the origin and 

each of the three planes in (15), since each of the three 

solids in the sum is symmetric about the origin and these 

same three planes. The regions (1,2,4) and (1,2,5) are 

Similarly defined, Their shape and size are exactly the sane 

as for the region (1,2,3), but their positions are differ- 

ent. 

The region (1,2) is a solid figure which is the sum of 

four overlapping solids, namely 

(16) (1,2) © (152.3) + (122.4) + (1.225) + (152535455) 5 

where (1,2,3,4,5) is bounded by the two hyperplanes 

(17) dig = + qos 

The solid bounded by the planes of (17) is symmetric about 

the origin and the plane 

(18) djg "0,



since each of the four solids in the sum is symmetric about 

the origin and the plane dy a™0- Hach of the ten regions 

(1,3), where i< j and i,j=1,2,3,4,5, is defined in this way. 

The region (i,j) is symmetric about the origin and the plane 

dy j70- 

The complement of the region (i,j) is the sum of two 

disjoint regions, (i,j) and (j,i). In the region (i,j), dsj 

is always negative, and in region (j,i), a; j is always posi- 

tive. Thus in the region (2,1), djg is always positive. 

For the case of n means, the arguments are similar. The 

region (1,2,...,n) is enclosed by the n(n-1) hyperplanes 

(19) djj = +n » 

where 1 < Jy L*l,2,eee;n~l, J*2,3,e0e,n, and q, is the least 

Significant range for a sample of n. The region (1,2,.-.,n) 

is symmetric about each of the n(n-1)/2 hyperplanes 

(20) dj, =0, 
where i and j are defined as in (19). 

Let (1,2,k,,ko,-0«;K,_¢.9) denote the region for the de- 

cision that no pair of the n-@, @*1,..+,n~2, means involved 

are significantly different, where key sKaseeeyK, gW9 is any 

selection of n-e-2 means from among the n-2 means Ig say eee sll) 

Thus each of the n-2 regions (1,2,k, 9 e¢esk,_3) is the sum of 

two overlapping solids, namely 

(21) (Ly2,kyseceskKyig) @ (152,3, 000.0) +(1 2, ky seeeyk -39Ky.2); 

where (1,2,ky,«++sKp_3sK,_2) is bounded by (n-1)(n-2) hyper- 

planes of the form 

  

 



with jfky.2, and is symmetric about each of the ((n-1)(n-2))/2 

corresponding hyperplanes d;j=0. Hach of the ((n-2) (n-3))/2 

regions (1,2,ky,+++,k,_,) is the sui of three overlapping 
  

solids, namely 

(23) (1,2,ky 00+ ,kyiy) = (L,2,ky 506 esky sky 3) 
  

+ (1,2,k7,00esky 1 9ky_2) 
  

+ (T52, kK] p+0ee kh kp~32kn-2)s 

where (T32, Ky eee ky pe ky 32ky_2) is bounded by (n-2) (n-3) 

hyperplanes of the form 

(2h) dij == W-e2» 

with jfky_3,k, 5, and is symmetric about each of the 

((n-2)(n-3))/2 corresponding hyperplanes d;j70. In general, 

each of the ((n-2)(n-3)...(n-e-1))/es regions 

(Ly2skyyeeesky 6.2) is the sun of e+1 overlapping solids, 
  

nanely 

(25} (1,2,k1,+¢++,kKn-9-2) = (1,2, ,+0+skn-e-29kn-e-1) 

+ (1y2,1y geeeskyigiaeky ig) F aes 

+ (1,2,k1,0¢eskn 9-2) Kn~2) 

  

  

* (Tey ae eee ky g- 2k gipaee esky), 

  

where (Ty 2, ky ysces Ky go 29Ky igi iseeeshya) is bounded by 

(n-e)(n-e-1) hyperplanes of the forn 

(26 4jj = + W-1> 

with jPkyig-19***9 Spo» and is symmetric about each of the 

n-e) (n-e-1 corresponding lyperplanes d. .=0. ((n-e) (n-0-2))/2 jing lyperplanes dj j*0
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3. Derivation of Power Functions. 

Since decision region (2,1) is defined for the three 

multiple range tests under consideration, we may write directly, 

in integral form, the expression for P5,(§)- Po ,(f) is the 

power function for the test of the hypothesis By < Py against 

the alternative hypothesis », > jg. Assuming that o,=1 in 

the remainder of this paper, the power function will be de- 

noted by Pg) (g), PfD(2,1)| § J, or P[D(2,1)] 6,,---58, 41]. 

Since my is normally distributed with true mean p,; and 

variance o%=1, x, is normally distributed with true mean § ; i 

and variance o2=2, where i=1,2,...,n-l. Thus, we let 

x4-54 ° 
Lig (FE) 

mef/2 

The x; are independently distributed. Thus, the joint distri- 

  

(27) ey = gy(xy3 5, 2) = 

bution, g(x3§), of x1, Xg, «++, and X,.1 way be written as the 

product of the n-1 normal distributions g;, namely 

(25) g(x3$) = 8 = 8) * 62 °°’ Sy 

For the two mean case, Po, (&) is the same as the power 

for the usual one sided normai deviate test for the difference 

between two means. Thus, 

(29) p[D(2,1)| § ,J= f , ax, > 

IQ 
where qg is the least significant range for two means. 

For the three mean case, see Figure 1 and boundary equa- 

tions (1). The power function for D(2,1) may be written as
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Saal 

the algebraic sum of two double integrals, that is, 

o @® X94 

(30) P[D(2,1)] Sy: f.] = / [ & dxodx, - f J 

qo -© *22 
where 
01) Xo, * (243 ~ x,)/ f3 and 

x22 * (=243 + %)//3 = -XQ] 

are obtained by solving for xg in equations three and four of 

(1), respectively. The second subscript is added to distin- 

guish between the boundary equations. It should be noted that 

the region of integration for the double integral subtracted 

in the right member of (30) is that part of the multiple range 

region (1,2,3) for which x, > qo. 

For the four mean case, see Figure 5 and boundary equa- 

tions (7). The region of integration for the power function 

P[p(2,1)| Ex bos €,Jis (2,1). Let R denote the region (set) 

of all points for which x; > qo. Clearly, & contains (2,1) as 

well as all those points in (1,2,3,4), (1,2,3), and (1,2,4) 

for which X, > Ig° If we let 

R, = R°(1.22324) » 

(32) Ro = R°[ (1,223) - (1s223e4) ] = R°(2,2,3) - Ry, and 

Ry = R°[(Le2.4) - (122.3)] = Re (1e2.4) ~ (Ry +RQ) 

then we may write 

(33) R= (2,1) +R, + Rg + Ry 

where (2,1), Ry, Ro, and R3 are disjoint sets. Further, since 

Rg is the union of two disjoint sets, say Ro and Ro» and R3 is
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the union of two disjoint sets, say Ry and R3s (33) may be 

written as 

(34) R= (2,1) +R, + Rg + RQ +R, + RZ. 

Hence, the power function for the decision that fig is signi- 

ficantly less than m, may be written as 

Po (6) = LLL g ax - LfL - SLL g& dx 

- ion g dx ~ Sf g dx - SI f[ 
Ro itg Re 

where dx = dx,dx,dx,. In order to evaluate (35), the five 

integrals on the right hand side over regions Ry» Ros Ros Ry 

and R3 should be broken into the algebraic sum of 3, 2, 2, 

3, and 3 triple integrals, respectively. In each case, only 

one of these integrals contributes much to P5,(§). The other 

eight triple integral terms are pooled in a remainder term, r, 

whose maximum value is approximated in Appendix B. Hence, a 

more useful form of the power function in the four mean case 

is given by 

P[D(2,1) Sy Gos £34 

o @D X95 

SLL ewe fLLL ve 
92 “27 *3,11
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7 I, © Xe 

SLL cL fo sure 
“oo —-*3,10 G2 #25 *3,10 

where X91 5 XQ5s X26s and X97 are obtained by solving for xo 

in equations Py» P5s Pos and Pa of (7), respectively, and X3g9 

X39 *3 109 and X31 are obtained by solving for X3 in equa~ 

tions pg,» Pg» Pio: and pj,» respectively. (The second sub- 

script denotes the number of the boundary equation in (7).) 

The remainder term is given by 

(37) rs SIL, g ax + LIS gax , 
region A region B 

where region A is bounded by the six planes py, Pye Ps» Pryor 

Piji,» and P13 and region B is bounded by the six planes pj, 

Pe? Pos Pgs Pos and p+ 

For more than four means, the method used in writing the 

power function P5,(§) is similar to that explained in the four 

mean case. To illustrate further the general procedure, con- 

Sider the case of five means. Let 2 danote the set of all 

points for which x; > q9- Clearly, contains points of de~- 

cision regions (1,234.5) (1.2.34), (1222325), (142.4.5), 

(1.2.3), (1,224), (1.2.5), and (2,1) which are defined by (8), 

(S$), (12), and (16) or the method illustrated by those equa- 

tions. Letting 

Ry = R°(1,2,32425)5 

Ry = R*(1,2)324) - Ry; 

Rg = R*(1,2,315) - (Ry + RQ),
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(35) Ry = R°(L 2e4.5) ~ (Ry + Ro +R), 

Re = Re (1,2,3) - (Ry t+ ene + Ry) 3 

Re os R° (1,2,4) ~~ (Ry + eee * Re) s and 

Re = R*(1,2,5) - (Ry t+ ees + Re) 3 

we may write 

(39) R= (2,1) + £ & , 
$=] 

where the sets on the right hand side of (39) are disjoint. 

Further, since each R,, where S*2,...,;7, is the union of two 

disjoint sets, say Ry and Roe (39) may be written as 

| | - ae 
(4.0) (2,1) = 8 - (Ry + s#2 (its + Rs)). 

Hence the power function for vive means may be written as 

. ¢ (I, (Rg) +1, (RS) » 

where I, (R,) denotes the fourfold integral over region Ry 

Ry, being a region on the right hand side of (40). For con- 

putational purposes the right hand side of (41) could be 

written in a form similar to the right hand side of (36), 

where the regions of integration in the remainder term would 

be of two types. One type region would be bounded, and the 

other type would not be bounded in one direction.
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VII. NOTATION AND A THUR&M ON INT&GRATION 

1. Notation and Rules for its Use. 

To facilitate handling the integrals in the expression of 

Poi (§), it is desirable that a wore compact notation be intro- 

duced. For this purpose, let 

*12 22 Hywel 2 ao J fo. J hax = (eo 

x11 Xey Xy1,1 x }LL 21 ..2. nel,l & 

where f{ = £(Xq sXgsee0sX,_7) is a density function, R is the 

correlation matrix of f and the second subscript on Xake k=1,2; 

is used to distinguish between the lower and upper limits. 

In much of the work, the density function is g(x;§) as 

defined in (28) of VI, where the x; ere independent and the 

correlations are zero. In this casc, write 

x x x 
f_ pe Arlye Z 22 os. nels2 

(2) JS ees Sf g dx = 

241 xo1 Xnel,l x | Ll 21 eee nell * 

Some rules for using the synbol { } are now observed. 

Sinee the left hand side of (2) may be written as 

12 %22 *n-1,2 
f 81 [ BQ e+e ( I Sn—} dina | eee dxXo ax 

“37 x21 xnel,i 

12 #22 ° @ 

" f 81 If &2 **° (/ y.19%,_1 ~ f fy1% 1 } 
X11 Xo} *n-1,1 %n-1,2 

ees dX» ax: , 
eles



6 - 8 

12 22 

A 21 

For n3, 

2 @ 

al staal daw) 
L 

£ el 

x 2 00 

= f ail / 6, ax, ) diy 

me: 

pe 22 «0. n-1,2 

x |11 21 .6. nell 
}- 

12 @ 

ll 22 

f 

*11 x21 x11 

x OH CO 

-S al [ag oxy) am - / 
411 X21 *12 

oo @ OO 

- f wal {ee x) ax + / 
X11 X22 X12 

or 

12 22 0G OO ‘cD OO 
(4) . . |. 

x{11 21 x{11 21 ell2 21 

Similarly, for n=4, 

le 22 32 a co @ oO oO 

An 21 atta fa 21 31 ” (* 22 

a © © 0-00 

° x ( 22 32 - x {". 21 

GO 00 co 600 

tan x Ae os 

T 

*e & 

ees n<1,1 

hus, for nsi+l, where i1*1,2,..++,n-l, we may write x/1l 21...il 

J J 
L2 22 «ee 0 

Xi11L 21 eee n=l, 

2 oe 

«i( Bg dx, en 
x99 

&%M 

«(/ Sg dx ) ox 
X21 

oO 

( &2 ax } dx,» 
x22 

06 6 OO 

+ * 

fn at f: | 

© om Mm &W 

mh (" 2 sal} 
OO Co oc OO 

satu {on on 
&O 

2} 
" 2260012
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as the algebraic sum of 21 terms with the upper limits all o. 

This is done by taking all possible combinations of i objects 

where each object may have one of two subscripts, 1 or 2. 

The term is prefixed by a plus sign if an even number of the 

1 objects have the second subscript 2, and by a minus sign if 

an odd number of the i objects have the second subscript 2. 

When the upper limits are all wo, let 

0 GC ese 00 

(é) L(1k, 2k, eeey n-l1,k; R) = 3 

x/1k 2K ees n-1l,k R 

where k=l or 2. In case X15 Xo: eee, Xp} are independent, 

R=0, and we write Ly(1k, 2k, «e+, n~1l,k). 

Thus, (5) may be written as 

12 22 32 

x 11 21 31 

(7) + L,(11,22,32) - L(12,21,31) - L,(11,22,31) 

~ Ly(11,21,32) - L,(12,22,32) . 

= L,(11,21,31) + L,.(12,22,31) + L(12,21,32) 

If the last t lower limits are -co, where t is any posi-~ 

tive integer less than n-l, then 

(8) Lyx (lk, woe, nel-t,k, n-tyk, eee, n-1,k) 

= L, (1k, eee, Ne-l-t,k) . 

We have Ly(lky ses, N=l-t,yk, -00, «ee, -00) 

a oO 

-fu. f [own [8% 
Xik Xy-1+t 9 k “00 00



co oo © o° - fa [.., [ Sneret Lf gaee( eee S Sq 4%p1 -+*) 
X1k %-1-t,k “0 7“ 

dxXy | dx -t vo] dx) 

00 oo © 0 
= Ja (... f En-1-t [ I nat n-t see f En-19%.1 | 

Xik Xy-1-t,k ee “00 

dtpazet cee ) dx 

OO © 

“ f e,( ‘es { Sn~1-t [ ++ t | dx,-i-t °°? Ax) 
XTi %n-1-t,k 

oO © 

= f eee / 81 ee Bn~1L-t dx, 1+ eos dx, 

xk Xn-1-t,k 

a Ly, (1k, eens n-1l-t,k). 

If any lower limit is @, then 

(9) Ly(1k, ese, n-1,k) = 0. 

Formulas (29), (30), and (36) of VI may be expressed in 

the L notation. Using the notation of formulas (29), (30), 

and (36) and the properties of this section, we write 

(10) P[D(2,1)]£,]=* Li lay) , 

21 
P(p(2,1)| €., Fol= * “4s 

*Ly(dg, -0) -[ Ly (ag, 22) + by(a3, 21) 

- Ly (qo, 21) - Ly (dg 22)J, or
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(11) P[D(2,1)1 4+ $2 J= Lylag) + Lylag, 21) + blag, 22) 
on Ly (Qos 22) - Li (age 21), 

and 
2 

P[D(2,1)| g 1 bo f= ~ *\. * , a X(Qg ~CO -CO x ido ? 

x19 -o 3,10) xlag 25 3,10 

_ fe 2h 3,11) a3 2h | _ 

x)ag 26 -oo J x|aqp 26 39 
reduces to 

P(D(2s1)1 84+ Sg065I1= Ly lag) - Lylags 27, 3512) 
+ Lylags 27, 39) + Ly lags 255 3,11) - Ly (aps 25, 39) 

+ Ly(q,, 27, 3211) - Lyla, 27, 39) - Lyla,» 25, 3,11) 

+ Lx(ay, 25, 39) - Lylags -@, 3,10) + L(q3, -00, 3,10) 
* Ly lags 27, 3410) - Ly(az, 27, 310) + Ly (aps -c0, 38) 

(12) - L.(q3, -o, 38) - Ly(aqgs 27, 38) + Ly (a3, 27, 38) 

~ Lylags 25, 3,10) + L(a3, 25, 3,10) + blag, 25, 38) 
- Ly(q3 25, 38) - Li fags 26) - Li(ags 24) + Lilags 24) 

+ Lx (a3, 26) + Ly (ag, 26, 3,11) + Lilag, 2h, 3,12) 
- Ly ldo, 24, 3,11) - L (a3 26, 3,11) - Li (dg, 26, 39) 

+ L(g, 26, 39) + Lylags 24, 39) - Lyelags 24, 39) +r. 

2. A Transformation Theorem. 

In this paper x, is constant, x9, a function of x), X31 

a function of x, and x9, and, in general, Kin 8 function of 

XysXgeeeesXy_70 For reasons which will be made clear later, it 

is necessary to transform L, which is an expression with variable



lower limits and correlation coefficients zero, to a function 

with constant lower limits and at least one non-zero correla- 

tion coefficient. With this in mind the important theorem is 

given below. 

Theorem. Let 

(13) £ 5 (x) = £5 (Xyaeees%7) m= oy 851%? 

where j=1,2,+ee,n-l and aj 3f0. Let 

20 oO 

(14) Ly @ Ly(lv, seey melyv) = / on. fg ax, 
: X1y *H-1,Vv 

where X yy is the function of Ky poses Xzoy obtained by solving 

(15) £ 5 (x) = b; 

for x4 and v is a positive integer denoting the equation 

used (v suggests a variable lower limit). Let 

(16) yg = (£5 (x) - £5(8))/ (7205) » 
where : 

| J 2\? 

The integral in (14) may be written as 

00 oO 

(18) Ly = Ly (le, coos N~l,yc$ KR) = / eee J glyjR)dy , 

Yic Yn-1,¢ 

where 

(19) Yjq % (b; ~ £5(8))/( 205) 
ne] 

and dy = 1h dyj- gly3R) = glyzseees¥y_73R) is a multivari- 

ate normal density function with correlation coefficients



given by 

(20) pa gly) = G2, agua ji)/(D5D5) 5 
where i< j.- 

Proof. Clearly, g(y3R8) is a multivariate normal density 

function since g¢ is a multivariate normal density function 

and (16) is a non-singular linear transformation. The cor- 

relation coefficients given by (20) are obtained by the 

usual well known method. 

The limits of integration as given by (19) are obtained 

in two steps. First, let 

(21) t, = (x, - 55/72 , 
such that the right member of (14) is transformed to 

co co 

(22) [ose ght) ae, 
tiv “ne-l,v 

ne] 
where dt = Jf aty, 

n=) 
(23) g(t) = UG Bic lt3001), and 

Bay ig obtained by solving the jth transformed equation of 

(15) for ty in terms of tis eens os That is 

J 
ice) Aji ( fat; * gy) = o; implies 

J J 

(24) By Saget * (05 - (2) age S a)/ V2 » 

fro: whieh we obtain
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jo J | 
(25) tiv * E Kel 85h y + (05 ~ KEL a ik EV v2] /a35¢ 

The second step is to let 

Suustituting (24) in (26) gives 

(27) ¥je - Aik 51)/( Y20; ) 

which is the lower limit on the integral for Y5° The upper 

limits all remain infinite. Thus equation (18) holds. 

This theorem is now used to transform (10), (11), and 

(12) such that the lower limits are constant when § is fixed. 

Thus, (10) may be written as 

(28) P[D(2,1)16,1] = u, [a- $4)/v2 | 

Consider L,(qj,21) in (11). The bounding equations are 

x] = G2 and x, +./3x2 = 2q3- lence, D, = 1, and Dy = 2. 

Therefore, p = (1°1)/(1°2) = 1/2. The limits are 

vie" lag-8)/(-Y2°1) and yoo"(2q3-5)-V352)/-f2°2. Thus 

Ly(qgs21) = Ly(le,2czi). The other terms in (11) may be 

transformed in a similar manner to give 

(29) P(D(2,1)|€y. €,1= L,(21) + L(11,2132) + Ly (11,223-2) 

~ Ly(12,223-2) - L) (12,2138), 

where 

ll = (a, -§,)/72 ; 

0) 2" (a3 - §,)/-2 , 
21 = (2q3 - 54 ~V3S2)/(272) , and 

22 = (-2q, +6, -73 Sal/(2y2) -



We use the theorem to transform one of the terms in (12) 

to illustrate the procedure. Consider L,.(qo.2% 3,11). The 

bounding equations are 

13 X, * qo 

(31) 22 =x, + V3x, = ~2q), and 

33 3x, +-+/3x_ + 2.fox, = Gq) 

Hence, Dy=1, Do=2, and D3=6, so that py9"~2, P4374» and P2370. 

Thus 

(32) Lylags 27, 3,11) = Ly (ic, 2c, 3c3 R) , 

where 

Le (qo ~§4,)/f2 ’ 

2c ® (-2q), + 1 ~J3 §5)/2f2 ’ 

3c = (6q, - 38) ~f3 &2- 276&3)/6f2 , and 

R (P12 P13 Pa3) = {~3, 3, 0). 

(33) 

This theorem is useful because it puts the multiple in- 

tegral (14) in a form (18) which may be evaluated by a series 

expansion as given by Kendall (1941). He proves that 

Dm @ 

(34) f f gl(ysR)dy = ( Fel 2) (ny )gl1) (n9)) / 
1 he 

and 

oo OO @ j kK oe ; 
oO +k-] (35) Sf f slysaay = 2 FheE Ree gin) 

hy hp hg rejektesO (jikie! 

gldte-1) (n,) « g**e-2) (3) 
£ 

CO 
where hz, hg, hg are any real constants, the symbol rej+i+ex0
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indicates a triple sum on j, k, and e over all non-negative 

integers, git), S*1,2,eee, denotes the sth derivative of 

g(t30,1), and © 

ef) (u) = fg (xg0,2)ax 
t 

In order to write the gemeral expression for the series 

expansion, let 
m 

& a «CS (36) ny" 2, 83k 

kA 3 
giere jel, eee, My, Ask "Aye 39 and 8 in is a non-negative integer. 

Let a3) (s) and gl) (4) be defined as above. Let g(y3R) be 

the multivariate normal density function of the transforma-~ 

tion theorem. Let hy be a real number. Then the general 

series expression may be written as 

  

60 00 432 943 ane ym 
co Pp P een P , . 

(37) [ wes / elysray = 120 et Badan gfML Wins). 
hy Hen | S129 13° °°? Selmi? 

giz) (n,) eee gia in), 

where r = 8192 + 413 t+ eee * am1ym
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VIII. APPROXIMATION METHODS FOR MULTIPL£ RANGE TESTS 

Before considering the approximation methods, the ex~- 

tent to which exact methods may be used is discussed. Ob- 

viously, for two means, the values of the power function 

(28) of VII may be read directly from the usual cumulative 

normal tables. For three means, tables for the bivariate 

normal distribution function may be used to obtain (29) of 

Vil. However, some calculations involving two way inter- 

polation are usually necessary, but they are straightforward 

and short. In the case for four means, we must use the 

series expension, (35) in VII, on the transformed terms of 

(12) in VII. This requires a lot of work, particularly since 

correlation coefficients of 4 make the series converge slowly. 

For five or more means, (37) of VII could be used to obtain 

power, but the amount of time and labor required would be 

prohibitive. 

Since the evaluation of power for four means involves 

long and tedious calculations, we consider finding an upper 

and lower bound to P[D(2,1)| gus Sos §3J denoted by P,, and 

Py srespectively. Before presenting the arguments and the 

expressions for the particular Pj, and P, used in the four 

mean case, it seems desirable that we look at the method as 

it is used on the three mean case. 

The trouble in evaluating power comes from the fact that 

at least one bounding line or plane of the critical region



is not parallel to some axis or coordinate axes plane. Thus, 

in the three mean case, the bounding line segments AG and 

Fii in Figure 1 make the calculations difficult. This dif- 

ficulty is eliminated if we let segments between lines x,=qo 

and x1 "43 and parallel to 

the x, axis pass through itl 

the ends of AC and FH. Thus 

we have two regions which 

    approximate the region (2,1). 
  

The larger region bounded by 

LD, DC, CF, FE, and EN is 

the region for Py[(2,1)]E,,$ 24 -___-| Po LS . 

and is denoted by (2,1) y. 

The smaller region bounded 

by HA, AB, BG, GH, and HN is mE 

the region for P,[(2,1)|§4; Fo] HG 

      

and is denoted by (2,1);. 

For any parameter point, Py, NN 

  and Py are easily calculated 
Figure 1 

as the sum of products of 
Regions (2,1), and 

(2,1), 
values taken from a normal 

distribution function table. 

in order to see the relations among the probabilities 

Pr» Poy, and Py, let P [region ABC], P [region acD ], 

P [region EFH ], and P [ region FGH] denote the probability of
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a sample point falling in region ABC, ACD, EFH, and FGH, res- 

pectively. Clearly, Poi must always have a value between 

Py and P,, since we may write | 

(4) Pi = Po, ~ PO and 

Py = Po, + PL 

where 

PO = P [region ABC] + P{region FGH] and 

(2) PI = Plregion ADC] + P[region EFH] . 

Wwe may determine the relative size of PO and PI by dividing 

the sample-space into four parts with lines through AC and 

Fil intersecting at Q. It follows that PO is greater than, 

equal to, or less than PI according as the parameter point 

falls in the region to the right of Q, at Q, or in the region 

to the left of Q. If the parameter point falls in the re- 

gion above or below Q, PO is usually greater than PI. fF; is 

closer to Poy than Py whenever PO < PI, and the reverse is 

true whenever PI < PO. 

Regardless of the location of the parameter point, Po} 

does not deviate much from the average of Py and P,. The 

error in using (P; + Py)/2 as an estimate of Py, is less 

than (Py - P,)/2. The maximum error, .00059 as shown in 

Appendix B, is obtained when the parameter point falls in 

the center of one of the regions ABCD or EFGH. 

Bounds for power in the four mean case are now given. 

Let Py, and Pus denote the upper and lower bound of
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P[D(2,1)/§,, Sos 631, respectively. Let (2,1)y be the criti- 

cal region for Py, and (2,1), be the critical region for 

Pye These regions are defined so that (2,1), is contained 

in (2,1) and (2,1) is contained (2,1). Furthermore, (2,1), 

and (2,1), are defined so that Py-P, is small. 

The regions (2,1)y and (2,1), are defined as follows: 

pass planes parallel to the Xy axis through the edges of the 

boundary of critical region (2,1), that is, through the 

lines of intersection formed when planes Phe Pos coos Pry of 

(7) in VI cut the planes x; = qos x; = 3» and x, = q)- 

These new bounding planes have equations which are obtained 

by replacing x, with q2, 43, or q, in equations (7) in VI. 

The region (2,1); is bounded by planes Pys Pos sees Py OF 

(7) in VI with x, replaced by G2 in equation Pye Pos sees Piz 

The region (2,1)y is bounded by planes py, Pos e+e, Piz Of 

(7) in VI with x, replaced by q3 in p,» Pgs Pgs and pyg and 

x, replaced by ay, in Ps» Pas Pos and Pie Thus the bounding 

planes of (2,1), are 

Pz #1 "92 P2iX1 "G35 P3iX,"q) 5 

Py? ¥3xXQ"2q3-G95 Pet /3xg™2q,-G2s 

P61 of 3X_"-243*G25 Pat f3x2°-24, +495 

(3) pg t /3x2+2/6x,°64,-3425 

Pot /3x2+2/6x3"6q, -349, 
P10? of 3xq*2/6x,"-693 +3455 and 

Pyzt Y3x2+2/6x4"-6q, +349-
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The bounding planes of (2,1), are 

Py tX, "dos Pg iX, "43, PX, "4,9 

yt f3x2"43) Ps? f 3%2"4, » 

6? 3x2Q"-G35 Pot f3xg"-a » 

(4) Pg? f3x2+2/6x,"3455 

Pot f3x2+2/6x,"34, » 
P19? Y3x22/6x4"-3435 and 

Py? /3x2t2/6x,"%-34, « 

It is apparent that region (2,1); is equal to region (2,1) 

minus twelve prism shaped regions, and region (2,1) y is equal 

to region (2,1) plus twelve other prism shaped regions. The 

prisms are of two types, those which border the central re- 

gion and those which extend from this central region in- 

finitely far in one direction. Gach prism subtracted from 

(2,1) in obtaining (2,1); has its largest face in common 

with the largest face of a prism added to (2,1) in obtain- 

ing (2,l)ye This common face is part of one of the planes 

Pi2 Pye sees Py, Of (7) in VI. Together two such prisms 

form a cylinder shaped solid region with a right cross sec- 

tion which is rectangular. Cross sections of the rectangles 

illustrating the two type cylinders are shown in Figures 3 

and 4 for the particular cylinders bounded by Py» P3? Py? 

and ps of (3) and py, Pa» Py» and ps of (4), respectively. 

Figure 3 illustrates a cross section of the cylinder bound-~ 

ing one side of the central region, and Figure 4 illustrates



Pg 

P10 

  

  

  
Figure 2 

Intersection of Bounding Planes with X1=A5° 

(This Figure May Be Used For Both Py and Py). 

  

  

            

ay 

13 

a2 92 

Sy 29,793 93 243-42 
v3 v3 V3 v3 
Figure 3 Figure 4 

Cross Section of Cylinder Cross Section of Cylinder 

Bounding the Central Region. Bounding an Infinite Region.
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a cross section of the cylinder bounding one side of an in- 

finite region. 

The expression for the lower bound of P[D(2,1)1 $4 5599532 

is given by 

© a, 25 39 G3 24 3,11 
PLA oe = _ 

x [qe x [Go 27 3,11 x ldg 26 -o 

(5) a3 27 38 = G3 2h *\ {% co 38 } 

x |qg -0 3,10 2 26 ot X U4 25 3,10) ; 

where 2k, k = 4,5,6,7, is obtained by solving for xg in equa- 

tion p, and 3j, Jj = 8,9,10,11, is obtained by solving for X3 

in equation p; of (3). Using the L notation as well as the 

fact that g(x3 ) = &1 "82°83: (5) is written as 

Puy * Lxlag) - [hy(ag) - Ly(a,)] °C 1, (27, 3,11) 

L,(25, 39) - L, (25, 3,11) - L,(27, 39) ] 
(Lx (4g) - Ly (a3) ] °C, (26) - £,(24) - 1,,(26, 3,11) 

Ly (24, 3,11) + Ly (26, 39) - LL (24, 39) 

Ly(25, 3,10) - L,(25, 38) 

27 © {ooh 
+ 

X|-0O acl” co 38 

Sometimes it is convenient to let L,,(a,b) = L(x a Xp) in the 

+ 
{ 

+ 
+
 

work which follows. 

Before applying the transformation theorem, the last 

two terms of the right hand side of (6) are changed to the 

L notation. To do this, xo is replaced by -x5 in Pos Pgs and 

Pio of (3) to obtain Pos Pes and Pios respectively, and the
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resulting equations are written so that the coefficients of 

’ ¢ : ’ i ’ , ivV@. ~ x3 in Pas x5 in Pi? and x, in Plo are positive. The trans 
3 

formed equations are 

pat ¥3xp = 24, - 42» 
(7) pgin/3x} + 2/Sx, = 6a, - 3a, » and 

pt 5?-/3x} + 2 f5x, = ~64, + 3a, « 

Hence, the last two terms in (6) may be expressed as 

f 27 © 
- fs = L(27, 3,10) , and 

x | -00 3 27 3; to) 

wpa " "ft Lel27, 38) 
x f. 38 Nor 38 as , 

where 

27 = (2q, - a2)/,/3 s 
(9) 38 = (6q3 - 349 +,/3x3)/(2.f6) , and 

3,10 = (3a2 - 643 +,/3x3)/(2-/6) - 

Now, applying the transformation theorem, we have 

Poy * belay) -Cglay) - Lylagdd 0 1 (27, 3,123 1/3) 

+ Ly (25, 395 1/3) - L,(25, 3,113 1/3) 

Ly(27, 393 1/3) ] - CL, (ay) - Ly lag] * D1, (26) 

(10) ~ Lg (24) + Li (2h, 3,115 1/3) + (25, 3,103 1/3) 

+ Ly(26, 393 1/3) - Ly (24, 395 1/3) - L(25, 383 1/3) 

~ Ly(26, 3,113 1/3) + L)*(27, 3,103 -1/3) 

- Lyt (27, 385 -1/3)], 
where a. = (q.4, - §,)/-f2 » k = 1,2,3, and 24,25,25,27,38, 

39, 3,10, and 3,11 are the *s of equation (19) in VII Vic
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obtained by using (3) and (7). From the Bivariate Normal 

Distribution Tables (1953), we find that 

Ly(h, -kj r) = Ly (h) ~ Ly (a, kj -r) , 

(11) Ly(-h, kj r) = L(k) ~ Ly 

Ly(-h, -kg r) = 1 + Ly (hy kg r) ~ L,(h) - L, (k) ’ 

(h, kj -r) , and 

where h and k are any real constants and r is the correlation 

coefficient. Since Yo" = “Yous ¥ 38 = ¥3gs and 73,10 " ¥3,10° 

we may write in place of the last two terms of (10) 

Ly (27, 3,103 -1/3) - Lys(27, 383 -1/3) 
= Ly(-27, 3,103 ~1/3) - L(-27, 383 -1/3) 

= Ly (3,10) - L,(38) - L,(27, 3,105 1/3) +L (27, 38, 1/3). 

The upper limit, Pui, is obtained in a similar manner 

using (4). The only difference is in the constant on the 

right hand side of equations Py» Poe eee Pay Similarly, 

the transformation used in obtaining (7) gives 

pri f3x3 = aq,» 
(12) pg? - (3x5 + 20x, = 3q3 » and 

Pio! - (3x, + 2 [6x = -34, ° 

Further, Py, has exactly the same form as (10) where the hts 

are determined using the equations of (4) and (12). 

For three means, an argument was presented using 

(Pj, + Py)/2 as an estimate of Po,. Likewise, a good argument 

can be made for (Py, + Py, )/2 as an approximation for 

P[D(2,1)16 y9Sa083]- Again this value is close to the actual 

value. However, it is usually expected to be nearer the value 

of Py, than the value of Pua? See Appendix B for further
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discussion on the approximation of P,, (g).
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IX. MULTIPLE F Tists 

The general multiple F test is a test of the significance 

of all linear comparisons of the form 

n 
(1) c= oy Sia ’ 

where Ky, Koy coos kK, is any set of real constants such that 

Yh 
go h = 0, That is, a general multiple F test is one in which 

any comparison of the form of (1) is significantly different 

from zero (i) provided the variance of every subset which 

contains all the means of (1) with non-gzero coefficients is 

significant according to an F test and (ii) provided (1) 

differs significantly from gero according to a t-test. This 

definition is used when we are interested in testing linear 

comparisons within a set of means as well as differences be- 

tween single means. However, the power functions defined and 

discussed in this paper are for tests of differences be- 

tween pairs of means. Thus, the definition in the Introduc- 

tion is the one used here since we are interested only in 

tests of differences between single means. 

If we were interested in testing linear comparisons as 

well as differences between single means, additional power 

functions would be needed to measure the power of the test 

with respect to these additional comparisons. Then these 

additional power functions would need to be included in some 

sense in the average power obtained for the general multiple
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¥ test. With all these power functicus included it seems safe 

to assume that a multiple F test would be more powerful than 

the companion multiple range test, that is, the multiple 

range test with the same system of significance levels. How- 

ever, our interest (at this time) is only in tests of dif- 

ferences between Single means. In this case, the power rela-~ 

tions are more obscure. Thus, for the multiple F tests, 

power is determined only for tests of differences between 

M@AaNnS 

To illustrate the method used to obtain power for the 

multiple F¥ tests involving three means, it is sufficient to 

determine the power for Duncants 5% level multiple compari- 

sons test when ng =o ando, = 1. First, we define the de- 

cision region (2,1) for the three and four mean cases. 

According to Duncan (1951), the significant ranges, 

Rp nga” Rp,o, 605? of his inultiple comparisons test for 

two, three, and four means are 2.772, 3.051, and 3.297, 

respectively, where 

  

V2(p-1F 1 no ,a when ny > 2 

(2) ' “ . 
Pligg s® 

V2FI nose an a when no@l,2, 

(3) Oy =] - (1 - a)Prt, ANd P2535 eeeytio 

Thus, for n=3 the multiple F test region (2,1) is that part 

of the plane in Figure 1 to the right of the heavy line, 

that is, that set of points which satisfy xy > 20772 and
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xy + xB > (3.051)* (all points for which dg > 2.772 and at 

the same time are a distance of 3.051 from the point deter- 

mined by dg = 0, d,3 = 0, and do3 * 0). The companion mul- 

tiple range test region (2,1) 

is that part of the plane in 

Fisure 1 to the right of the S 

  

  

} 

kroken dotted line and the : 

Line Ri "2 0772 which extends a | 

above and below the dotted 
3205 l 

line. ] 
| 

For n=, the multiple | 

I test region (2,1) is Kee 

that set of points in the | 

three dimensional rectangu- 

lar coordinate system which 

satisfies the following four x1 =2.77 

conditions: 

(i) having points a dis-   
tance of more than 

3.297 units from ri 1 
gure 

the origin, i.e. 
Boundaries of (2,1) 

points for which 
for Duncants Tests 

xf + xh + x8 > (3.297), 

(ii) having points a distance of more than 3.051 

units from the line deternined by dy 3 = O and 

doz = 0, ise. points for which xf + xB > (3.051),
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(iii) having points a distance of more than 3.051 

units from the line cetermined by qs, = Q 

and do; = Q, and 

(iv) having points more than 2.772 units in a 

positive direction from the plane d,9 = x, = 0. 

The boundary of region (2,1) is shown in Figure 2 with the 

region (2,1) being above and the origin being below this 

boundary. 5S; is part of the surface of the sphere 

xP + xB + x3 = (3.297)?. 3, is part of the surface of the 

cylinder x# + x8 = (3.051)*. S3 is part of the surface of 

the cylinder defined by (iii) above. Sy is part of the plane 

xy = 26772. 

Let 

(4) P, = P[D(2,1)1§ 555 4 

denote the power function for Duncan's multiple comparisons 

test. Numerical integration is used to determine Poe Let 

Rg denote the region for which x > 267723 R, denote the 

region above the x, axis, to the right of x, ™ 2.772 and 

to the left of xf + x§ = (3.051)*3; and Ry denote the region 

symmetrical to Ry about the X, axis. Let ty? i; and I, 

denote the integral over region Ro? Ry» and Ros respectively. 

Thus 

(5) Po = ig - (1, +19). 

P, may be expressed in a more useful form by transforming 

to standard coordinates using t, = (x, -§.)/./2, where 

i = 1,2. The normal density function of t,; is written as
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gi (ts) = gy (t,3 0,1). In this case, 

® 

Ig * / By (t, }dt, ; 

ay 

a2 

(6) t= f y(t.) dt, , ana 
ay 

a 

Tg = / y'(t,) dt, , 

ay 

where 
ta (ty )-co 

y(t, ) = By {ty ) / Bg (toldto , 
“G9 

“Ca 

(7) yt(tz) = ay(ty) ff Egltgldta , 
w~ta (ty )-co 

@, = 169597-cy5 ag ™ 261577-cy, c, =§,/-f2 y and 
  

ta(ty) = 4.655760 - (t; +c)" « 

I, and Ip of (6) are expressed in a form such that the Newton- 

Cotes quadrature formulas are immediately applicable. 

From Table 4 of Appendix A, we see that Duncan's multiple 

range teat is more powerful everywhere than his multiple com-~ 

parisons test for the same system of significance levels. 

For several means, this is not expected to be the case. There 

should be regions in the parameter-aspace for which the power
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for the multiple comparisons test is higher. 

Numerical integration as a method for obtaining power 

for four or more means does not seem feasible. We could ap- 

proximate the power by integrating over a region whose 

boundaries are made up of a set of hyperplanes which closely 

fit the boundary of the multiple F region. In thia way we 

could get an upper and lower bound, but these bounds would 

probably be such that the power of the corresponding mul~ 

tiple range test would fall between them. In this case, a 

comparison between the two tests would not be possible. The 

best solution to the problem of finding power for multiple 

F tests of the type of Duncan's test would probably be to 

use Monte Carlo methods,
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X. SUMMARY 

In the study of multiple comparisons tests the follow- 

ing topics were discussed! 

(i) extension to the general case of certain preper- 

ties and results which previously had been given 

for three and four means only, 

(ii) power vectors and average power, 

(i111) expressions of power for the multiple range tests 

and for the multiple F test involving only three 

means, and 

(iv) methods for evaluating power. 

These four topics are amplified in order in the four para- 

graphe below. 

A set of recursion formulas was obtained for enumerat~ 

ing the decision patterns for n means. x; was given by the 

equation } 

* Fs aj,in /(AG*2), 
where i1°1,2,...,n-l. In IV, formulas were derived which ex- 

press dj,i+l as a function of the x;. This made possible the 

writing of the bounding equations for any decision region in- 

volving n means. The regions (1,2), (1.2.3), (Lp2eh), ooo, 

(1,2,.-.,n) for the multiple range tests were described in 

the sample-space of differences among n means. 

Two power functions were introduced to describe the power 

properties of a test of each difference b,j. This led to the
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definition and discussion of a power vector of n(n-1) compo- 

nents in a test of the differences among n means. A weighted 

average probability of these components was given in order 

that the power at a parameter point be defined. This was 

done as an effort to determine which of two tests is more 

powerful at a given parameter point ¢. 

The power functions for the multiple range tests were 

written after the region (2,1), which depended on a deacrip- 

tion of regions (1,2), (112.3), (Le2sh), woos (Ly2eveesn)s 

was determined. The power expression for the multiple F tests 

was restricted to the three mean case because of the region, 

(2,1), of integration. 

The multiple range power expressions may always be 

written as a set of series expansions, but the evaluation of 

such a series would be prehibitive for n> 5. Thus, approx- 

imations were introduced to give an upper and lower bound 

for power.
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XIV. APPENDIZ A 

1. Computation of Table i. 

The multiple range values were calculated from (11) of 

VII with the use of the Bivariate Normal Tables (1953) as 

well as the usual Univariate Normal Tables (1924). Two way 

linear interpolation was used, producing an error not exceed- 

ing one-half unit in the fourth decimal place. The multiple 

F values were obtained by evaluating y(t) and y* (ty) of (7) 

in IX at eleven points and applying the five point Newton- 

Cotes quadrature formula 

*10 
¢ oh (1) f y(t)dt = zal 19yq + 75yy + 50yg + 50y3 + 75y, + 38y, 

+ 75yg + 50¥7 + 50yg + 75¥q + 19749 J 
to (6) of IX, where h=.02 and y,y(t;,), k*0,l,.+.,10. The 
error in the multiple F values is less than (550 '9n7)/12096, 

(6) where y is the sixth derivative of y(t.) or y'(t,). Thus, 

the error is not greater than that for the multiple range test 

valuese 

It is not necessary that the power be tabulated for - & 9? 

since 

(2) P[D(2,1)] §45 Fo) = PLol2,1)1 64, - $a]. 

For & 1< 73, the power is zero to four decimal places, and 

for §, > 8, the power is nearly one,
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2. Computation of Table <. 

The power values in Table 1 were actually calculated for 

D(2,1) at each of the parameter points in the grid. Each 

parameter point has a fixed position relative to the boundary 

of (2,1), that is, the coordinates of each point are located 

relative to two perpendicular axes which have a fixed posi- 

tion. Consider their position in relation to the line seg- 

ment OF in Figure ] of VIII. The line perpendicular to CF 

and passing through the midpoint of OF is the X, aXis, or 

é. axis, and the axis parallel to CF and a fixed distance to 

the left of (2,1) is the xg axis, or §5 axis. Corresponding 

to each of the other regions (3,1), (3,2), (1,2), (1,3), and 

{2,3), such a set of axes, Es and Eos may be defined. Thus, 

it is clear that we may think of each point as having six 

sets of coordinates. The five sets of coordinates, £5 and 

§ 3 corresponding to a given set ( €,, €,), are given by 

the formulas 

£1 = § sin(k60°) + Z, cos(k60°) and 

Eo = E. eos(k60°) - 4 sin(k60°) , 

where k=1,2,3,4, and 5 according as the coordinates of the 

point relative to (3,1), (3,2), (1,2), (1,3), and (2,3) are 

required. These are the ccordinates given in Table 2 where 

t . ‘ t the fact that P(D(2,1)] €45€3]= P[D(2,1)1 5, ~-F,]is 

taken into account, that is, either gE 2 er - 55 may be given. 

It should be noted that Table 2 does not include the co-
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ordinates for points where £,=5 or £576. 

3. Computation of Tables 3 and 4. 

Power at any parameter point may be computed with the 

aid of Table 1 and interpolation formulas. The values in 

Table 3 were obtained for the parameter points in Table 2 by 

such a procedure. 

‘te a coordinate §4 ( So) assumes an integral value, de- 

note this by [§,] ( [So] )s otherwise, the brackets are 

dropped. For fixed values of [§ 1], changes in £5 make very 

little difference in the value of P5,- Thus, linear inter- 

polation was used to find P(D(2,1) | [§,], £5] given the prob- 

abilities P[D(2,1) | [Z,], [&,]] and P[D(2,1) |[$,]+ [£22)]> 
where [§9,] and [%.,,] denote the two integers closest to 

Eg- However, for fixed values of [£9], 

(4) P[D(2,1) 1£ 4» [£9] 

changes rapidly with §4> especially for values of oi between 

G and 5. In this case, the four-point and five-point 

Lasrangian Interpolation Coefficients (1944) were used. For 

values of 45 Q, Poy approacnes Zero asymptotically as g4 

becomes smaller. Thus, linear interpolation was used on the 

transformation log (Pj, + constant) to obtain (4). Similarly, 

for §, 27, linear interpolation was used on the transforma- 

tion log (1 - Po, + constant) to obtain (4), since Po, ap- 

proaches one asymptotically. For example, in order to find
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P (D(2,}) fs = why Sa|s say, we would determine 

(5) p [p(2,1) | [E3] = OQ, 5. | 

and 

(6) P [p(2,1) [[§ 41 = 2, 82] 
by Lagrangian interpolation coefficients or linear interpola- 

tion on the log transformation of P5,~- We would then inter- 

polate linearly on (5) and (6) to obtain P[D(2,1) 155 = eh, §.]. 

The true differences by 99 C139 and S23 in Table IV are 

computed from $,2 = $y, 5,3 = (€1 +73 €2)/2, and 

$23 = (- $3 +73 €2)/2. ©, and &, are found by (39) and (41) 

of V. 

4. Computation of Table >. 

These limits were calculated from (10) and (11) of VIII 

wich the use of the Bivariate Normal Tables and the usual 

Univariate Normal Tables. iach value is accurate to four deci- 

mal places, and their average deviates at most .0001 units 

from the correct value Pore
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Table 1 

Power for Duncan's Multiple Range and 

Multiple F Tests for Three Means 

(Multiple F underlined) 

  

  

  
  

Eo S2 ~2 -1 0 1 2 

0 00028 00303 02070 091k 2657 

1 00030 00324 021386 0950 2728 

2 00035 00361 02383 .1013 2851 

3 00037 00379 02,81 104-5 291k 

200036 00372 «= ,02437 = 41032 2885 
I 00037 00383 02495 1051 2926 

200037 00380 ,02h87 = 047g 2018 
5 00037 00383 02502 1052 2927 

290037 200382 02500 1051 2926 
6 00037 00383 02502 1052 2927      
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Table 1 (cont.) 

Power for Duncants Multiple Range and 

Multiple F Tests for Three Means 

(Multiple F underlined) 

  

  

  

ES 3 4 5 6 7 

0 5321 » 78h b 932K 9861 9982 

1 5434 »7905 «9350 9868 9983 

25351 7866 29331 29862 = 9982 
2 5552 8010 «9396 9880 998k 

3 5626 8064 +9420 9887 9986 

25591 28038 2.908 29883 9985 
4 2 56L1 8074 2h 9888 9986 

5 » 564.2 8075 2425 9888 9986 

2.3640 28074 222k 29883 9986 
6 5642 8075 9425 9888 9986 

2 56h2 28075 2 2h25 29888 = 9986      
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Table 2 

Coordinates of Each Point with Reference to Six Regions 

(Coordinate axes change with region) 

  

  

  

Rewt Points 

osnons fy § 5 $4 So Sy §2 

: ~- 5000 8660 0 0 » 5000 8660 
> * 5000 e 8660 0 0 ~“ 5000 ° 8660 

’ 1 0 0 oO ~1 0 
PD » 5000 8660 0 0 ~ ,5000 ~8660 
’ - 5000 8660 0 0 2 5000 8660 

#1 1 0 1 1 1 

1.3660 «3660 ~ 8660 « 5000 «3660 1.3660 

w
w
e
 

«w 
@
 
©
 

2 3} 
3ei 
3,2) 
1,2 3 
253 

Qel 
3,l 
352 
1,2 1 0 1 ol 1 
1,3 - ,3660 1.3660 |- .8660 ~5000 | ~1,3660 ~ 3660 
253 1, 3660 ~3660 | - .8660 ~5000 |- .3660 1.3660 

2,1 ~1 2 0 2 1 2 
Bal 1.2320 1.8660] 1.7320 1 242320 . 
392 242320 -1340 | 1.7320 1 1.2320 1. 
1,2 1 2 Q 2 ~1 2 
1,3 ~1,.2320 1.8660 -1.7320 1 ~2 2320 + 

253 ~2.2320 01340 |-1.7320 1 1.2320 1. 

2,1) | <1 3 0 3 1 3 
391 2.0981 2.3660} 2.5981 1.5000 |} 3.0981 ° 
392 3.0981 6340 | 2.5981 1.5000 | 2.0981 2 
1,2 L 3 0 3 =~] 3 
1,3 ~2,.0981 2.3660 |-2.5981 1.5000 | -3.0981 . 

3,1 2.9641 2,8660 | 3.4641 2 3.9641 1.1: 
392 3.9641 1.1340 | 3.4641 2 2.9641 2,8 
1,2 1 A 0 h ~1 he 
1,3 ~2,9641 2.8660 |-3.4641 2 -3.9641 1.1; 
253 ~3.9641 1.1340 | -3,.4541 2 ~2.96h1 2.8         

3660 1.3660 «8660 «5000 | 1.3660 ~ 3660 
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Table 2 (cont,) 
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(Coordinate axes change with region) 

of Each Point with Reference to Six Regions 

  

  

  

  

Resions Points 

~ §y 55 54 §2 Sy 55 

(2,1 2 0 3 0 h O 
3,1 1 1.7320] 1.5000 2.5981 | 2 3.4641 
352 ~1 1.7320 |-1.5000 2,5981 | ~2 34641 
1,2 “2 0 ~3 0 ~); 0 

(1,3 -1 1.7320 | -1.5000 2.5981 | -2 3.4641 
(2,3 1 1.7320 | 1.5000 2.5981] 2 34641 

(2,1 2 1 3 1 L 1 
351 1.8660 1.2320 | 2.3660 2.0981 | 2.8660 2.9641 
3 , 2 on | 1340 2 * 22 20 ~ 26310 3 20981 m1. 1340 3 96,1 

1,2 2 1 ~3 1 ~l, 1 
j1s3 ~1,8660 1.2320 | -2.3665 2.0981 | ~-2.8660 2.9641 

21} 2 2 3 2 h, 2 
3,1 2.7320 7320 | 2.2320 1.5981 | 3.7320 2 +46i 

1,2 2 2 ~3 2 oh 
1,3 2.7320 7320 | -3.2320 1.5981 | -3.7320 5 h6L1 

(2,3 =~ 7320 2.7320 |= .2320 3.5981 2680) =, 8641 

teat 2 3 3 3 h 3 
3el 345981 02320 | 4.0981 1.0981 | 4.5981 1.9641 
342 1.5982 3.2320 | 1.0981 4,0981 et L. 9641 

ae 3 ~3 3 - 3 
135) 75. 5981 22320 |-,0981 21,0981 | -2.5981 1.9641 
243 “1.5981 3.2320 |~1,0981 4.0981 |~ .5981 4.9641 

Zal z 4 3 h, h L 
ra 4461 2680 | 4.9641 25981 | 5.4641 1.4641 
392 2.4641 3.7320 | 1.9641 4.5981 | 1.4642 5.4641 
1,2) | -2 L, -3 4 ~l, h 
1,3 -), L641 2680 | #9641 5981 | -5.4641 1.4641 
Ope ~2.L6h1 3.7320 |-1,9641 eS DBL | H$LL641 5.4641 
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Coordinates of Bach Point with Reference to Six Regions 

(Coordinate axes change with region) 

  

  

  

mt Points 
tesLons & 1 e 2 € 1 ey =, 

2,1) 5 0 6 7 0 
3,1 2.5000 14,3301] 3 3.5000 6,0622 
392 ~2.5000 4.3301] -3 ~3.5000 6,0622 
1,2) | 5 0 6 ~7 0 
1,3 -2,5000 4,3301)] -3 ~3.5000 6,0622 
253 2.5000 4.3301] 3 3.5000 6.0622 

2,1 5 1 6 7 1 
3,1 3.3660 3, 8301 38660 L.. 3660 p+ 3622 

2 - ne 

175) | 23.3660 3.4302 | 23.8660 we3660 5.5622 
253 1.6340 4.8301] 2.1340 2.6340 6.5622 

(2,1 5 2 6 7 2 
3,1) 4.2320 3.3301] 4.7320 5.2320 5,0622 
392 ~ .7680 45,3301 73-2678 ~1.7680 7.0622 

2 «5 2 ~7 2 
153) | -4.2320 3.3301 | -4.7320 5.2320 5,0622 
293 7680 5.3301] 1.2670 1.7680 7.0622 

Zyl 5 3 6 7 3 
3yl 5.0981 2. 8301 55981 6.0981 4.5622 

2 _ 3° wel on” 

113 -5,0981 2, +8302 5.5981 -6,0981 5622 

2,1) L 6 7 B 
jo) 5.9641 2.3301] 6.4641 6.9641 4.0622 
392! 9641 643301 grtOhd 770399 ae 20622 

2 ~5 - ~ f 

153) =5.96h1 243301 | -6.4642 ~6.96h1 le 0622          



Power 
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Table 3 

Components with Reference to Six Regions 

for Duncan's Tests for Three Means 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

  

  

  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

Parameter 
Points Regions 

§ | . ey 8 | (yt) 3g) (392) (492) (4p) (23) 
O O |.,0207 .0207 .0207 .0207 .0207 .0207 

20206 ,0206 .0206 .0206 .0206 0206 

0 1 20219 0780 0780 20219 20041 0041 

O 2 |,0238 .2136 .2136 .0238 ##.0007 #.0007 
20231 .21]0 .2110 .0231 0006 0006 

O 3 |.024h8 .4378 .4378 0248  .0000* .0000% 
O24 44315 44325 .0244 .0000% ,0000% 

O 4 |.0250 .6780 ..6780 .0250 .0000* .0000* 
20249 46723 6723 .0249 .0000* .0000* 

O 5 |.0250 .8620 .8620 .0250 .0000* ,0000* 
00250 »=—,, 8591 — (iw 85920— 60250) 0000* §=.0000% 

1 oO |.0934 .0485 .0085 .0030 .0085 .0485 
0906 =6©,0476 =, 0083— (jw 0030s «w0083)—Ss«w 076 

093k 41426 0402 .0032 0014 0111 

1 2 {|.1013 .3228 .1331 .0036 .0000* ,.0022 
20990 = 3200) 51303 =.0035 =.0000* 0022 

1 3 1.1045 .5661 .3113 .0038 .0000* .0000« 
21031 8.5601 .3070 .0037 .0000* .0000* 

lL eh |.1051 8 .7846 8.5518 .0038 .0000*% .0000* 
1047 7804 45479 0038  .0000* .0000% 

1 5 |.1052 .8286 .7741 .0038 .0000* .0000* 
1051 =, 8264 «= 57721 20,0038 )3=9 , 0000* 39, 0000         

  

*Values obtained by extrapolation. 
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Table 3 (cont.) 

Power Components with Reference to Six Regions 

for Duncan's Tests for Three Means 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

  

  

    

    

    

    

    

  

    

    

    

    

  

  

  

    

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

Parameter 
Points Regions 

1 “2 | (2,1) (3,1) (3,2) (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) 

2 0 |.2657 .0996 ,.0035 .0003 .0035 £.0996 
2635 .0975 .,0034h .0003 .0034 0975 

2 21 1.2728 #.2430 .0188 .0003 .0005 .0302 
22692 .2h16 .0183 .0003 .0005 0294 

2 2 |.2851 44660 .0727 1.000  .0000* .0063 
22803 .4599 .0714 0003 ,0000* 0061 

2 3 1.2914 .6946 .2031 .0004 .0000* ,OO011 
22885 .6909 .2011 0004 .0000* 0011 

2 & |.2926 .8692 .4125 .000h #.0000* ,0000* 
22918 8 =6.8664 .4109 .000h  .0000* .0000* 

2 5 |,.2927 .9607 .6521 .000h .0000* .0000* 
22926 =, 959k ~=— 5513 =, 0004 439, 0000* =, 0000 

3 O |,5322 .1824  .0013 .0000* .0013 .1824 
25288 L797 ~0013 e0000* .0013 1797 

3 1 |.5434 .3786 .0077 .0000* .0000* .0640 
: 37, 20075 .0000* .0000* 0631 

3 2 |.5552 .6132 .0366 .0000* .0000* .0163 
5492 6067 .0362 .0000* ,.Q000* ,0161 

3 3 |,5626 ,8107 ,1186 .,0000* .0000* .0032 
25591 .8070 .1182 .0000* .0000* .0031 

3 A&A |.56h2 1.9293 .2841 .0000% .,0000* .O00L 
25031 =. 9286-——i«w 2837 —=— sg 0000% )3=—,0000* + ,000L 

3 5 |.5642 .9817 .4537 .0000*% .0000* ,0000* 
25640 .9811 .4636 .0000* .0000* ,0000* 
      

  

*Values obtained by extrapolation. 
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Table 3 (cont.) 

for Duncan's Tests for Three Means 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

  

  

  

  

  

    

    

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

Paraneter Points Regions 
fo | (2,1) (3p2) (392) (192) (043) (2) 

i O |,7844 .2920 .000h .,0000* .000, .2920 
7815 42900 .00028 ,0000* 000k .2900 

ho 4 1.7905 .5255 .0029 .Q000* .0000* .1238 
-7866 8.5219 .,0029 .0000* .0000* .1233 

L 2 |,8010 .7469 .0153 .0000* .0000% .0388 
7965 =. 7h27 02 015202, 0000* =.0000* .0387 

A 3 |.8064 .8963 ,0612 .O0000* .0000* .0083 
8038 .8932 .0612 .Q000* .9000* ,0083 

bh bh |.807h .9696 .1786 .0000* ,.0000* .0015 
28067 3=.. 9685) 61785) =, Q000* §==.0000* ,0015 

A § |.8075 .9926 .3767 .0000* .0000* .0000% 
8072 .9922 .3767 .0000* .0000*  .0000% 

5 O |.932h .4228@  .0000* .,0000* .0000* .4228 
.9308 .,4222 .0000% .0000*% .,0000* .4221 

5 2 1.9350 .6611 .OO10 .O000* .0000* .2112 
09331 .6597 .0010 .9000* .0000* ,2111 

5 2 1|.9396 .8487 1.0060 .oQgcdd* .c000* .0165 
29375 8470 40060 ,0000* .,0000* 0165 

5 3 ©9420 » 2500 «0295 ~O000* .CQO00* .0209 
29408 = .9488 .0295 .0000* ,0000* 0209 

5 & |,9h24 .9875 .1005 .0000* .0000* .0041 
h21 = 69870) «w 1005S ,0000* »=,0C00* .0041 

5 § 1.9425 .9978 .,2261 .0000*% .0000* .0006 
92h 8,997, .2261 .Q000* .,0000* .0006         

  

*Values obtained by extrapolation, 
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Table 3 (cont.) 

Power Components with Reference to Six Regions 

for Duncan's Tests for Three Means 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

  

  

    

      

    

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

  
    

    

    

    

  

  

  

Parameter 
Points Regions 

Sr S2 | (2,1) (3,1) (32) (152) (093) (2 3) 

6 O |.9861 .5642 .0000*% .0000*% .0000* .5642 
09856 =. 5641 =, 0000* »=,0000*% .0000* ,5641 

6 1 |.9868 .7804  .0000*% ,.0000* .0000* .3258 
.9862 .7801 .0000* .0000% .0Q000* ,3257 

6 2 |,9880 .9163 .0022 .0000* .0000* . 1446 
09875 .9160 .0022 ,0000* .O0000* .1446 

6 3 |.9887 .9781 .0119 .0000* .0000* .0476 
29883 49780 =, 0119 =, 0000* 9=,0000* 0476 

6 & |.9888 .9951 .0521 .0000*% .0000* .0106 
09887 .9950 .0521 .0000* ,.0000* .0106 

6 5 |,9888 .9998* .1549 .COO00* .0000* .0020 

7 O |.9982 .6951 .0000* .0000* .0000* .6951 
69981 .6951 .0000* .0000% .0000* .6951 

7 1 4|.9983 .8706 .0000* .cO000* .0000* ,4629 
09982 = 68705 = ,0000* §=,0000* .0000* 4.629 

7 2 |.9987 .9602 .0008 .0000* .0000* 2394 
0998) .9602 .0008 ,0000*% .0000* ,2391 

7 3 #|.9986 .9905 .0043 .0000* .0000* ,0928 
2998 29905 0043 .,0000* ,0000* 0928 

7 %& |.9986 .9985 .0234  .0000* .0000* ~.0266 
9986 .998h 40234 .0000* ,0000* 0266 

7 5 1.9986 .9999* .0750 .0000* ,.0000* .0053 
29986) = 9999*)— 60750), 0000* §=.0000* .0053 

  

  

*Values obtained by extrapolation. 
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Table 4 

Average Correct Decision and Error Probabilities with 

Differences Corresponding to Each Parameter Point 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

  

  

    

  

  
      

Paranoter Sets of Differences Probabilities 

$4 § O12 043 O93 Cy By 

0 9 200000 «00000 «00000 «0207 20207 
0206 0206 

0 1 ~90000 86603 86603 20780 OOL1L 

20769 =. 0040 

0 2 200000 1.73205 1.73205 22136 ~0007 
22110 0006 

0 3 «00000 2.59806 2.59808 04378 ~0000 

24315 0000 
0 L. «90000 3.46110 3 464.10 26780 20000 

6723 9000 

0 5 00G0O0 4.33013 4.33013 8620 20000 
28591 «0000 

1 0 1.00000 ~ 50000 - 50000 0699 20057 
20691 20057 

1 1 1.00000 1.36603 236603 L124, 20034 

1 2 1.00000 2223205 1223205 22208 O01, 
22181 001k 

1 3 1.00000 3.09608 2.09808 24053 ~O00L 
1.006 0001 

6083 20000 

1 5 1.00000 L, 83013 3.83013 07321 «0000 
29000 
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Table 4 (cont.) 

Average Correct Decision and Error Probabilities with 

Differences Corresponding to Each Parameter Point 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

Parameter 

  

  

  

Points Sets of Differences Probabilities 

Si 5o O49 O73 003 Cw By 

2 Oo 2.00000 1.00000 ~1,00000 | .1827 20019 
21805 0018 

2 1 2.00000 1.86603 ~ 13398 | .2508 0010 
22h83 0010 

2 2 2.00000 2.73205 073205 | .3471 © ,0010 
sdhel 20909 

2 3 2.00000 3.59808 1.59808 | .4734 0003 
24793 2.9003 

2 4b 2.00000 4.46410 2.46410 | .6140 0001 
6120 0001 

a 5 2.00000 5,33013 3.33023 | .7389 © .0001 
Sl 0001 

3. «0 3.00000 1.50000 -1,50000 | .3573 0007 
23512 0006 

3 il 3.00000 2.36603 ~ .63398 | 4277 .0008 
2217 0008 

3 2 3.00000 3.23205 023205 | 5656 0006 
25595 .0006 

3. 3 3.00000 4,09808 1.09808 | .6272 .000), 
6240 0004, 

3 «424 3.00000 4,964,210 1.96410 | .6913 0001 
«6906 0001 

3 5 3.00000 5.83013 2.83013 «7485 .0000 

27h82 2.9000          
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Table 4 (cont.) 

Average Correct Decision and Error Probabilities with 

Differences Corresponding to Sach Parameter Point 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

  

  

      

Parameter Sets of Differences Probabilities 

51 82 S12 O13 693 Cy ou 

L Oo 1.00000 2.00000 -2,00000 »5382 0002 
5357 20002 

hol 4.00000 2,86603 +-1,13398 6010 .O00L, 
soll 20001, 

L 2 4.00000 3.73205 ~~ .26795 7502 0005 
| 274,60 20003 

L 3 4.00000) = 4. 59808 - 59808 8029 0005 
8002 20005 

hook 4.00000 5.46410 1.46410 » 8042 0002 
28034 0002 

ho 5 4.00000 6,33013 2.33013 .3207 .0000 
28205 22000 

5 0 5.00000 2.50000 ~-2.50000 6776 0000 
6765 0000 

5 1 5.00000 3.36603 -1,63398 0 72h5 0002 
223i 20002 

5 2 5.00000 1.23205 ~« .76795 «8303 0005 
828 9005 

5 3 5.00000 5,09808 09808 09372 ooo] 
29360 0001 

5 dh §.00000 5.96410 96410 | 8969 0003 
8965 0003 

5 5 5.00000 6,83013 1.83013 8741 0001 
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Table 4 (cont.) 

Average Correct Decision and “rror Probabilities with 

Differences Corresponding to Each Parameter Point 

(Multiple F underlined) 
  

  

  

    
      

Paraneter Sets of Differences Probabilities 

1 $5 Sia S13 ba 3 Cw Ew 

6 0 6.00000 3,00000 -3,00000 07751 .0000 
~77h8 .0000 

6 i 6.00000 3.86003 ~2.13398 8024, .0000 
| . 8020 .0000 

6 2 6.00000 4.73205 +1.26795 «8706 0002 
8702 .0002 

6 3 6.00000 5.59808 = .40192 09522 .000L, 
9520 0004 

6 4 6.00000 6.46410 46410 09583 ~000/, 

6 5 6.00000 7.33013 1.33013 -9186 .0002 
9186 0002 

7 QO 7.00000 3,50000 -3,.50000 84.66 ~0000 
81,66 .0000 

7 4 7.00000 4.36603 -2,633938 8577 0000 
28577 .0000 

8833 ~0001 

7 3 7.00000 6.09808 - ,90192 » 9367 .0003 
29397 0003 

7 & 7.00000 6,964h10 - .03590 ~9960 .0001 
9960 0001 

7 5 7.00000 7.83013 »33013 09503 .0003 
29503 = 0003 
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Table 5 

Lower and Upper Bounds of Power for 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Four Means 

  

  

  

PP
 

FP 
&
 

YY
 

BP 
HF 

OO
 

OO
 

OO
 

  

2 53 me - “5 rd - “ me - or 

00238 = .0210 ~LOl4, - .1018 22853 ~ .2860 

00225 ~ 0227 20971 - 0977 02768 = .2781 

00234 = 0236 «1000 = 1005 02826 = ,2835 

0199 - .0199 | .0885 - .0886 62599 - .2601 

20182 ~ .0185 20829 ~ .0837 02482 — 2499 

.O182 ~ .0185 .0829 = .0837 2483 = .2h99 

0189 = .0192 0852 = 0861 02530 - 2518 

20173 - .0180 00799 = 0821 02h.22 - .2467 

0181 - .0183 2O82h - 0831 2247 = .24h88 

20189 ~ .0192 0852 - .0860 22530 = 2548 

00182 = ,0185 -0829 - .0837 e282 = .2h99 

0189 - 0192 0851 ~ .0860 02528 - 62546 

0204 = 0206 .0900 = .0909 02627 = 2644 

20225 ~ ,0232 ~0970 - .0991, 22765 - .2813 

20240 - 0243 1020 = .10238. «2865 - .2881 

00245 ~ 0246 1035 - .1038 02896 ~ 2900         
 



  

Lower and Upper Bounds of Power for 
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Table 5 (cont.) 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Four Means 

  

  

  

S25 3 re - yi a - “sy eo - “3 

wh 865 5553 » 5562 8011 - ,8017 09397 09399 

-~3 & 5452 ~ . 5468 07938 = .79L9 «9361, «9370 

“3 5 05521 ~ .5532 ~7988 «7996 09386 ~ .9390 

~2 3 05250 = .5253 07790 = «7793 09299 «9300 

-l1 0 5104 05125 - 7680 7696 9248 69256 

-l1 1 5106 »5126 7682 7697 92h9 «9256 

-l 2 » 5164, «5186 07725 = «77h2 09269 09277 

Go 690 25031 = £5085 7626 = «7665 09224 09242 

Oo 2 «5093 «5111 7672 «7685 29245 09251 

0 2 o 5164, ~ 5185 07725 o77hL «9269 9277 

1 0 ©5104 = 25125 -7680 = .7696 09248 ~- 59256 

1 di 25159 - .5181 07721 ~ 47737 29267 = .927h 

2 1 05280 = £5301 e7610 - .7826 +9307 9314 

3 2 o5hAS = 25505 07934 ~ 47975 «9363 9381 

Lo 2 05568 = .5587 8022 «8035 o9hOL ~ .9407 

ho 3 5604 = .5609 08048 — 8051 Dh - .9h1lh          
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xV. Appendix 5 

Certain small error probabilities are of interest in 

work of this kind. Some of these errors are given earlier 

in this paper. The method and calculations used in arriving 

at these error probabilities is now given. 

First the maximum error in using (P; + Py)/2 as an 

approximation of Pj, in the three mean case is determined. 

The error at any parameter point is always considerably less 

than (Py - Py)/2. This value is a maximum when the para- 

meter point falls at the center of gravity of ABCD, say, in 

Figure 1 of VIII. The coordinates of A, D, NM, F, and H are, 

clearly 

Ai xX, * QQ , xo * (2q3 - ao)/ 735 

Di x, * q3 » XQ * q3/ WEY 

(1) M2 x, = (ag + 43)/2 5» x9 * (3q3 - q2)/ (2/3), 

F3 % * 43 , x, ™ -43/ V3s and 

Hé xX, = q2 ? 5) = (qo - 2q43)/ /3- 

Let 

(2) Fo. = (ag + q3)/2 and Eoo = (345 - Go)/ (2/3). 

Letting t, = (x, - §,)/j2, k=1,2, the t, and ty coordinates 

of A, D, M, F, and H when the parameter point is given by 

(2) are 

At ty = (ag~43)/(2f2) » tp = (a3-aQ)/(2 YO) , 
Dt ty = (a3-a2)/(2 ¥2) » ty = (ap-a,)/(2Y8) » 

(3) Mz t, = 0 >to = Oo,
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Fr: t, = (q3-42)/(2 f2) sty * (qo-4a3)/(2 f6) » and 

H ty = (q9-a3)/(2 72) » ty = (3a9-6a,)/(2 YB) « 
Let the maximum error for parameter point (F152) be given 

by 

(4) ME(S,» So) = (Py - Py )/2 9 or 

ME(Z,» $2) = (P[region ABDC] + P [region EFGH] )/2. 

In standard coordinates, 

he hy he 

(5) 2ME(§) »S59) = I By (ty dt, / Eg(tg)dtg + / Eg (tg)dts 
“hy ~h) h. 

where 

he = (q3 - q2)/(2/2) , 

(6) hy = (a, ~ Qo) /(2 fo) ’ 

> 
wi
 B (39, ~- 6q3)/(2,/6) , and 

(ag - 4a3)/(2-Y6 - 
For Duncan's new multiple range test, Qo™2 07715 and 

q372.9185. From (2), §9,%2.8450, and §o9"1.7275- Using (5) 

and (6), we find 
20520 ~0300 1.8772) 

ME (2.8450, 1.7275) = + 2 
t, } --0520] | to |~.0300) ta | -1.8772/ 

= (0.041471) (0.023933 + 0.004343)/2 

= 0 «000587 * 

pa
 

On
 fi 

When ME($1,§5) is calculated at selected parameter points 

for Duncan's new multiple range test, the results are as 

Shown in Table l.
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Table 1 

Maximum Error in Using (P,+P,)/2 to Approximate P,, 

  

  

  

E, Su | 
, 0 1 2 3 4 2 

O | .000062 000201 .000395 000462 000338 000148 

1 | .000068 .000218 000429 .000509 .000367 .000161 
2 | 000066 .000214 000421 .000500 .000360 .000158 

3 | .000044 .000142 .000279 .000331 .000239 .000104 
& | .000018 .000058 .000115 .000136 .000098 .000043 
5 | .000005 .000015 .000029 .000034 .000024 000011         

The next small probability obtained is an upper bound 

for the remainder, r, in (37) of VI. Only region A is de- 

scribed since region B is symmetric with region A about the 

Xi axis. 

The boundary planes of region A are pj, Pi? P52 Pros Py 

and p,3 of (7) in VI. Region A is a solid figure, oblique 

truncated quadrangular prism, with six faces and eight ver- 

tices. Let the vertices in P13 be Ci Cos Cys and Cys and 

the vertices in Py be Di» Do» D3» Die Denote the coordinates 

by (xy, Xo» x3) so that the vertices are 

Cy (2q5-a,, 4,/ 3, -2a,/f5) » 
Colazs 43/-3, (-3a,+a3)/ 76 5 

(7) C3(a,» a,//3, -24,//6) , 
Cilag, (2a,-a3)/ V3, (-a,-4,)/ 6 » 
Di (ao. (2q3-q9)/ V3, (-4q3+2q5)/ /6) ,
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Dalags (243-92)/-73, (-34,-43+2a,)/-/6) ; 

D3(qo» (24,-92)/ Y3; (-4q, +24, )/-f6) » and 

D,(ags (24,-92)/-f3, (-a,-34,+24,)/ Yo. 
Clearly the ranges for x), Xo» and x3 in region A are 

Wai XS % » 

(8) a3/ V3 < x2 < (29,-4,)//3 » and 

(~Aq, +2a,)/-Y6 < x, < (-a,-9,)/ 76 - 

By Symmetry, the ranges in region B are found to be 

92 <% SY > 
(9) (-2q,*42)/ 73 < x2 < -43/-f3 » and 

(a,+43)/ /3 < x3 < (4q, -24,)/ J3 + 

Pass planes through the end points of the ranges and parallel 

to the coordinate planes. The figure formed, A', encloses 

the oblique truncated quadrangular prism, A, with vertices 

Cis Cos Cys C,, Dy, Dg, Dg, and D, lying in the boundary of 

At. Region B is enclosed by a similar solid figure, B*. 

Therefore, the probability over both of these regions is 

greater than r, the probability over regions A and B. 

Let the parameter point be at the center of A', say. 

Thus, 

$4 = (4, +42)/2 ? 

(10) Ba (24, +a5-G2)/(2-f3) 5 and 
3° (~54,-93*24,)/(2-/6) « 

In standardized coordinates, the ranges in (8) and (9) 

become
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O< tr < |a-a/(2¥2) =a, 

(11) O< tas |2q,-43-G91 /(2 fé) 2b, 

O<t3< [3a,-4,-2a,//(4 7/3) = c¢, 

and 

O< ty < la,~dal /(2 42); 

(12) d = (~6q,~45+342)/(2 YB) < ty < (-24,-345*%a)1/(2 ¥8) * @, 
f= (7a, 493-24, )/(4 73) < ty < (134,%4,-642)/ (4 /3) +8, 

respectively, where a, b, c, d, e, f, and g are defined as 

indicated. | | 

For Duncan's new multiple range test, a=.0867, b=.0701, 

c=.0849, d=~2.5929, e%-2.4528, £=3.5107, and g=3.6806. Hence, 

0867 0701 0849 ~204528 | 

° a | Seed | oro f soy Ae a " A 5107 

= (069090) (.055886)(.067659} + (.002329)(.000107) 

= ,000261. 

The remainder is much smaller than .000261, as is indicated 

by the argument which follows. The solid regions A‘* and Bt 

are cylinders. Regions A and B are truncated cylinders. The 

volume of cylinder A is less than for a cylinder, A*, with 

the same base and same altitude. It is sufficient to compares 

the volume of A’ with A*, denoted by V(A*) and V(A*), respec- 

tively. Now; 

V(AY) =  (aqy-a9) (2a, -43-99) (34, ~-43-24,) /(3 /2) » and 

V(a¥) = (a) a2) (2a, -24,) (34, -3a,) /(3 Y2) «
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nus, TUMI @ [(2q,-a3-a) (34,-43-299)1/ [5 (4,-45)4] 

= [(.3434) (.5886)]/ 6 (.00964324)] 

= 3.4934. 

Taking into account the fact that V{A) + V(B) < V(A*) + V(B*), 

the size of the ratio V(At)/V(A*), and the fact that the 

normal function is nearly flat over a region as small as At, 

we may safely conclude that r< .00001. As the parameter 

point moves away from either A‘t or Bt, the remainder rapidly 

decreases.


